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10 Psi's past problems may be reborn if the
lature of the incident broke TSU regulations
By Hillary S. Condon

' Community View Editor
On February 2, Rajaul Brown of
Tennessee Stale University's chapter of
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity Inc. stood at the
podium in the Floyd-Payne Campus
Center Forum and assured the TSU com

munity that the incident that killed stu
dent Joseph Green Jr. was not fraternityrelated.

Brown spoke at a candlelight memor
ial service for Green, who collapsed,
while on a track at Whites Creek High
School and died on his way to the hospital

few days before.
C

COLLAGE DESIGN BY HJLLAKY S. CONDON

Joseph Green Jt/s death

At the service, Brown emofionally was ruled an accident by

Clockwise, from top; the 1992 officers of the Alpha Theta chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi
Fratemity, Inc., the crest of Kappa Alpha Psi Fratemity; Kappas perform various com

J^sobbcd as he relayed his story about how the Metro "Examiner, aher munity service activities, including helping treshman girls move intoMary Wilson. Hall;
SGreen died. He said thateventhoughhe is he originally said it was a Kappas onthe yard. The Alpha Theta chapter is slated toreturn to campus this fall.
a member of Omega Psi Phi neither his direct result of fraternity See the full story on Page 2.

nor Green's presence at the running track hazing. Because of the
had anything to do with thefratemity, con- change, there will be no
trary to whatGreen's family believes.
criminal charges in the
He said that only he and TSU student incident.
William Taylor were out on the running
track at 4;30 on a Monday morning for exercise.

The Metro Examiner has ruled Green's death an accident. But offi

cials now say Brown andTaylorwere not the onlyTSU students present
at Green's death.

Metro Police Homicide Detective Frank Pierce interviewed eight

people who admitted to being on the track that night - two of them were
fratemity members. Brown and Tyrone Rogers. The other interviewees

Students approve SGA fee increase
Bill to increase fee passes by margin of 601-600
By Henderson Hill m
Community View Writer
There was a familiar sight on this year's

were interested in pledging Omega Psi Phi, Rho Psi chapter.
Policesay that in addition to Taylor, who made the 911 call and was
still there when the ambulance arrived, Stargell Moseiy, Alfred Roberts,
Micheal Collins, Dawan Davenport and Lamaas Bey also were on the
track when Green collapsed.
Pierce said the other young men were trying to make themselves
known to the fratemity members who were jogging that night. In other
words, the incident couldbe classifiedas "fratemity-related," given that

Student Election Commission ballot. Like last

the young men were tiying to cuny favor with the members.

and 600 voted against it.

However, unless or until Rho Psi is found to have sponsored or

planned the event. Green's death cannot be attributed to the fratemity.
And Pierce said he, at this time, does not believe that the death is related
to hazing.

Policedid not get involved in the incident until they were contacted

by Green's family. Pierce said. He added that when the investigation
began, Taylor and Brown gave thepolice "that same cock and bull story"
aboutthem being the only two TSU students present at Green's death.
The more the police pressed, however, the more names surfaced,
Pierce said, and by that time. "They all had their stories straight."
See "Green's death" on Page 23

year, the SGArequested a $1 increase in its stu
dent fee, this time up to $3.
According to SBC records, 672 people
voted last year to increase the SGA activity fee
to $2 from $1. Just over half that number, 358

people, voted against the increase.
This year 601 people voted for the increase
Jamie Riley, SGA Speaker of the House
andrepresentative-at-large, said the proposal of
the increase in the activity fee is because the
SGA has depleted most of its budget.

Riley said the primary reason the SGA
budget has diminished greatly is that the SGA
has given away $20,000 to organizations that
ask for assistance, in addition to miscellaneous

student scholarships. As of August-March, The
SGA travel budget was $28,000. The total
scholarships given out were 10,000. The oper
ating budget was $ 16,550, which is the part of

the budgetthat is usedfor miscellaneousspend
miscellaneousspending (for example $1,500 allocated to Aramark
and $400 to the TSU Printing Services).
"Students need to realize that it is not to

benefit the SGA personally but for the better
ment of the students," Riley said. "Students
have the right to know and can ask questions."
To help limit any raisconcepticns the stu
dent body may have about the SGA budget,
Riley said he doesn't want students to think that
any of the money that the SGA uses from its
budget is solely for elected students' personal
use. Riley said that about 5 percent of the bud
get is used for personal expenses, which is clas
sified as traveling costs.
"If the students help the SGA, they will be
helping themselves," Riley said. Riley also said
that this year's SGA gave out more scholar
ships than any previous adminstration, because
the scholarship requirements this year con
formed to a different standard.

The additional student activities planned
from the fee increase may not be seen for a few

years. Plans are in the works for such things as
a court for Mr. TSU, advancement of technolo

gy, and giving out more scholarships. •
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Kappa Alpha Psi's Alpha Theta chapter has a dark history that transfer members hope to change
time of its suspension.
Things only got worse. It was only
three days shy of the one year anniver
sary of the suspension when Pride along
with Kayle Ward, Steven Black, Guaylon

By Mia McNeil
Editor in Chief
Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.,
Alpha Theta chapter at Tennessee State
University has been associated with hard
work, history, and honor. But beginning
in 1986 with its first probation for hazing,
it also has been associated with dishonor,
discord, and disgrace. Current transfer
Kappa Alpha Psi members hope that the
chapter is granted permission to return to
campus next fall and show that, on bal

Amic, Michael Walls and Mark Walls, all
members of the 1993 line with the excep

tion of Pride, sued Kappa Alpha Psi
Fratemity Inc. and its national officers

for $50,000, claiming that they were
forced to undergo physical and mental
hazing as fratemity pledges.
Accordingto an Oct. 13, 1994 article
in Nashville's The Tennessean, the men

said "...they were beaten with heavy

ance, it will be an asset for the TSU com

books and fists, whipped with wooden

munity.

canes and bumed with a heated branding

iron as part of the pledging process."
TTiey also were asked to get in "The
cut" which entailed pledges bending
over, grabbing their left ankle with their
right hand and covering their crotch with

Alpha Theta's history
The TSU chapter was founded by
Ryal Vaughn. Vaughn pledged in the
Alpha Delta Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi
at Fisk University. He then transferred to
TSU and began the Alpha Theta Colony.
The colony was then chartered on May

the left hand while being caned.

I

t

with wooden canes and with closed fists

23, 1931 with Vaughn as the first chapter

and open hands. He was caned across the

president.
Since that time, the chapter has been

buttocks and struck about the head, face,

known for its campus and community
service, including donating money to the
Children's Miracle Network, helping
ites^vrcvarv ^\tVs moNe \tAo 'WWsorv HaVV

PHOTOS COURTESY OF ADRIAN JONES

andpainting tfie Martha O'Brien Center.

The ^Undeniable zrline of 1993, thelast line of theAlpha Theta Chapter

Although these accomplishments of the of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity Inc.
chapter were considered shining
moments in the chapter's history, they ty's house at the University of Indiana at
were later tarnished by the chapter's vio Bloomington.
• "I had never seen that many young

lation of hazing rules.

History of Hazing
The deterioration of Alpha Theta
began in 1986 when the chapter was
placed on probation for hazing activities.
Parents of a future chapter member
prompted the probation after they noticed
bruises on their son's body at the time he
was involved in the membership in-take
process.

Although the probation was lifted
prior to fall 1990, future trouble loomed
for the chapter only a year later with the
initiation of the "Scandalous 19." Six of

the 19 would cause a chapter and nation
al scandal of their own.

The fallen "Pride" of Alpha
Theta

Warden Pride was a sophomore

when he pledged Alpha Theta. The busi
ness major who grew up in Anderson,
Ind., and later moved to Nashville, had

admired KappaAlpha Psi Fraternity Inc.
since the day he walked by the fratemi-

In the suit, Pride said that when he
pledged in 1991 he was "severely beaten

men dressed so professionally in a nice
home," Pride said in a 1994 interview
with the New York Times. "That was the

first large group of Black men that I
could say I saw at a young age that
looked like they were on the same level
as everybody else."
Pride submitted and interviewed

with the Alpha Theta Chapter and even
tually crossed on the "Scandalous 19"
line. He was elected as chapter president
in 1993 on his "no hazing, no pledging
platform."
He also was elected as one of 12

regional coordinators for the fraternity.
But, under his presidency, the fraternity
was wrapped in controversy, as eight
members of the chapter plead guilty to
criminal charges. According to the Oct.

suspension, had falsified records the
same semester to appear that they had the
grade point average required by the fra
ternity for membership. According to
Adrian Jones, president of the
Hendersonville Graduate Chapter of the
fraternity and second vice president of

chest, back, hands and legs."
In the lawsuit, the plaintiffs claimed
that the national office had done very lit
tle to enforce the ban on hazing or punish
those who participated in it.

The case was dismissed by stipula
tion of prejudice. Then on Aug. 24,1994,
John P. Russell Jr., regional president of
the fratemity, issued a memo saying that
all undergraduate membership in-take
activities were halted, extending the sus
pension of Alpha Theta for an additional
three years, until 2001. Russell could not
be reached for comment.

the National Panhellenic Council of

Nashville, members of the chapter were
aware of the grade-fixing situation and
knew there were people who should not

The future of Alpha Theta
With the suspension of Alpha Theta

have received an interview.

ending in June of this year, there is a

He says that before the interviews
began, he stood before all of the intervie

renewed sense of promise and responsi

wees and members and requested that all
of the men that did not have the grade

and past members of the chapter. With

bility from administration, new members
the additions of transfer students to the

newly revived chapter, administration

point average for membership in the
organization leave or, "the chapterwould

hopes thathistory will not repeat itself.

not be around much longer," he said.

"The problem with Greek organiza
tions is that they have a tendency to

Truer words could not have been

spoken by Jones. Dean Dorothy recreate history," says Dean Ronald
Lockridge issued a memo saying, Myles. "I hope that these men will stress
28, 1994, issueof '^l)t ifBlcter, one of the "Pursuant to the disciplinary procedures the importance of community service ...
eight men were caught using stolen social taken by south central provincial leaders. certainly something other than the 'pretty
security numbers to open bank and cred Kappa Alpha Psi Fratemity, Inc. is sus boy' image."
Brad Harris and Marcus Smith, both
it accounts, obtain an apartment, and pended for four yearn effective Oct. 15,
access utility services.
That was the least of the chapter's
problems.
It was discovered that some initiates
of the "Undeniable 21," the 1993 spring
line and the last line of the chapterbefore

transfers from
University in
Jones, chapter reporter; Pride;
Jacksonville,
Ala.
While
both
of them say
Tommy Johnson, vice president; and
Shaun Haynes, treasurer; had their mem they transferred to the university strictly
1993."

22, are fratemity
Jacksonville State

berships suspended nationally because for academic purposes, they are looking
they were officers of the chapter at the See "Some say" on Page 8
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Is? TSu Fageant a success despite
echnical difficulties during the show
skills as she pulled off a Shaft motif.
Others displayed theatrical skills as
well. Carla Allen, the natural supe
woman, burst onto the scene from a phon€

By Ciystal McMoore
News Writer

"Nine jewels of the Nile'' was the
theme of the fiftj-ninth annual Miss
Tennessee State University pageant. Nine
is a significant number in comparison to
;he number of ladies competing in past
pageants. Tiie current Miss

Election Wrap-Up 2001:

Student Elections place Thompson,
Gilliam, and Evans in top slots
involved in campus activities."
Linda Brewer, a psychology major

By Raynata Y. Reed

from Little Rock, Arkansas, believes

News Writer

booth with the intentions to "save'' TSU.

Yvette Brooks kept with her "Quea
of the Nile" theme as she was preceded

The hoopla of SEC week subsided
after students voted on Thursday and

Friday and winners were announced in
the Floyd-Payne Campus Center
Courtyard at 9:00 Friday, April 6.
The newly elected president of the

Tamara

Moore, led the ladies in a dance. Once she

Student Government Association for

jxited the scene the ladies began to lose
jiep. but they soon got back on track and
jverything went accordingly.

the 2001-2002 school year is Damyon

J. Thompson. The office of vice presi
dent will be held by Kevin L. Gilliam,
II, Mia R. Evans will reign as Miss

The pageant began promptly at 7:00
p.m., but due to an abundance of "tecjini:a! difficulties'' the Mistress and Master of
Ceremonies had to create their own pro

TSU.

"The students saw that I had a

detailed plan with specific issues that

gram order.

dealt

with

them,"

said

Damyon

The 2000-2001 Mr. Esquire, Tony
Forte was unavailable to host the pageant,
>0 former Mr. TSU, William Taylor, was

Thompson, when asked about his suc

he Master of Ceremonies, and by his side

that affect their lives; financial aid,

was

security, housing...these are tangible

cess in the election.

"They wanted to hear about issues

the 2000-2001 Miss TSU, Taraara

Moore.

issues that could help them."

There was an overwhelming amount

KLean Hall was filled to its capacity.

Aiici severs^ apologies for the long

lelays brought about due to "technical difrHOrO COLT^TESV OF DERICK KfMBKD

chant, they did.

Mia Evans is all smiles at this year's
Michelle Robinson. 1999-2000 Miss Miss TSU pageant

TSU, was very optimistic about the
tut African dance ensemble and emerge

from a mock Egyptian pyramid.
Celena Rrts' entrance started off sic

Board of Governors, and the Student
Election Commission," Thompson said.
"Many people see them as separate,

however, she captured the attention an

work."

awe of the audience as she was escorted b

Hall and havmg more security guards

two "pimps" to Outkast's "So Fresh S

on the campus.
Kevin L. Gilliam, H, second-in-

Clean".

Kristian Campbell's song for person

get difnculi to do at times. Chandra ality was centered around the Chaka Kh
Champion's music failed in nearly all of song. "I'm Every Woman."
her scen^. However, she did twl let that

The last candidate, Shimere Wflliams

on getting a security booth for Wilson

command as vice president credits his
success in the election to his experi
ence.

"(My success) probably hada lotto

stop her. She kept her smile and continued had a unique theme. She incorporated he

do with the students seeing my leader

religious beliefs with her major, civil'envi

ship potential from involvement with

ronmental engineering. She aaed out th

the SGA and through different leader

with her scenes without music.
Not all contestants were hindered due

to faulty equipment. Contestant number position of a construction boss, whil

si.\. Mia Evans, left her spectators in awe

after an amazing entiaDce.

her person

ality scene began, she arose from the audi
ence, undetected, and began to strut down
the bleacher stairs. The audience was
amazed and she received a standing ova
tion.

Nia Campbell presented herself as a
TSU Barbie Doll. She came to the stage in

her "originai packaging." As her music
began, she stripped off layers of clothes.
Delali Porakey, no stranger to the
spotlight, displayed her incredible acting

running mates.

The subjectof the memo was enti
tled, "WhoRun It." It explainedthat he
started his campaign with

about

"$375.00 (and)...chose to come to (TSU
students) with some real information
rather than buying votes."

Curtis' aspirations were similar to
other candidates in that he wanted to
look out for the welfare of the students,

ship positions on campus," said

gospel music played in the backgrounc
Her theme was "It's Time For A Change"
Despite all. student opinion of th
pageant was positive.
Jonathan Craig. a junior criminal jus

Gilliam. "I actually do care about what
happens onTSU's campus."
Gilliam also has plans that he will
implement while in office.

tice major had praises and complaints.
"Overall fit was; very good, e.xceptfo
the DJ. The length was all right in compar
ison to other pageants. The ladies

of the organizations on campus can
come out and have fun and fellowship

to have put a lot of thought into ^
impressed."
See "Miss TSU" on Page

stuck with the question of 'What's
going ontonight?'"
"Wecould easilywith proper plan

ning," said Curtis, "purchase tickets

when in actuality, they work together." from Six Flags, Louisville, which is
For next year, one of his platform only two hours away, and plan a trip
issues that Thompson will focus on in that would be far less expensive than if
September is security. He plans to work a group of three went. This is just an

ative. I was impressed by the ladies' hard
The nine contestants did work hard.

campaign ideas and why he was not as
visible during campaign week as his

platforms, Curtis' memo stated that

"The SGA is comprised of the

Each lady had her own theme that she fol
lowed throughout the show, though it did

campaign strategy. A memo was given
to students in the dorms outlining his

"there should never be a boring week
end at this university and people are

House of Delegates, the Student Union

said Robinson. "The ladies were very cre

Mario Curtis, another contender in

the race for president had a different

SEC to work on creating a common

'hurry up" whenever they felt the show

" I was excited before it even began."

represented very well at the rally."

theme.

ficuities" Taylor enticed the crowd tochant

pageant.

"Out of all the other candidates,"

said Brewer, "I think they were the best
suited. They are two very intelligent
brothers and they had a lot to say and

Thompson's plans for the end of sought equal funding for all majors and
this year as newly elected president wanted to empower the students.
include sitting down with SUBG and
However, in a unique twist to other

>f student support at this years pageant.

was not moving quickly enough. .\nd

Thompson and Gilliam were the best
candidates for the jobs.

"I want to have an event where all

with one another, " Gilliam said.

"If

everyone will come out and represent
their organizations, this event can pro
mote student participation and involve
ment. I expect organizations to be more

idea, but I'm pretty sure that there are
ideas out there ±at far exceed the pop

ularity of this proposal, and (they)
should be heard."

Overall voter turnout was less than

impressive this year, as it has been in
years past.

Out of a student body of roughly
8,800 students, only 1,445 students
total voted for a candidate for the office

of vice president, about 1,434 students
total voted for a candidate for the office

of president and only about 1,466 stu
dents voted for a candidate for Miss
TSU.

The Miss TSU pageant was an
impressive event fiiled with glitz and
glamour, as well as time delays and
faulty sound equipment. With nine
contestants and five categories, the
pageant turned out to be five hours
long.

See "Election" on Page 10
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TVhdt We
After the corajnencement exercises

From where I sit:
Mia D.

hat are quickly approaching in May,

McNeil

^Hctcr is going to lose six very special peo

Editor in

?le to the world outside of Tennessee State

Jniversity's embracing family. These spe
rial people have been a part of the governing
3ody for the past couple of years. They have
compiled infonnation and events for the stulent body who have sometimes cojnplained
^et other times received the info well

Whatever the reaction, we know they di
heir jobs because there was a reaction.
Regan Toomer, the copy editor fo:
his school year, will graduate this May wit
I Bachelor of Arts degree in Speec
I!!omniunication and Theater. After gradua
ion, Regan will be exploring employmen
opportunities for the suminmer aiid won!
ike to attend graduate school in the fall o

2001. where she plans to major in lelevisioiE

(reduction and media management for he%i

hief

999-01

My Final Farewell

Connie and Kwame, I knew

shock for me. I felt as if I did not

iilcter was where I belonged. When

belong, did not fit in and needed to
go home. I'm so glad I didn't.
In ®I)C iRetrr, I have found a
love for writing thai has really
touched my soul and a love for get
ting to know people and their stories,
not Just interviewing thera. I have
also found a deep love out of finally
knowing myself and who I am. Who
would've thought that a newspaper

As 1 write this, I feel like a little

girl who is excited about moving to a
new state, but sad about moving
away from her best friends.
Saying good-bye in high school
was much easier than saying good
bye now. Unlike high school, I lived
with these students and they saw me
on my good and bad days all day
long. But it's saying good-bye after
being on staff for four years that
ranks as one of the hardest Uiings that

could do that? I didn't. I don't.

It is the people who worked in
this office throughout my four years,
my family, that have taught me these
thing.s about myself. Through this

1 have had to do thus far. it's not like

other spring semesters where I can

say llial I'll sec you ncxl year. This is

collegenewspaper experience, I have

the culmination. It's time for me to

found brothers and sisters that I

give up my chair. I've had two weeks
to write this farewell, but it is only
two days before deadline that I have
finally found the words to say good
bye.
Coming from a predominantly
white high school to the all-of-a-sudden majority status at Tennessee
State University was quite the culture

know I can always fean on no matter
what the circumstance. I always

count having them as a blessing
because so many other students do
not have that bond.

From the first "rebirth" staff of

Ambre, Keith, Ashley, Ashley, Joy,

Ambre graduated, she wrote in her
farewell column for me not to be like

her, but better. That was a task that I
wasn't sure I was ready for.
However, I realized later that I did
not need to be better than her, but

better than my only fierce competi
tion, myself.
After my first year as editor, I
thought that it couldn't get any better,
but then this year happens and I real
ize that this was the best time to

make my exit. This year, we have
two Chips Quinn Scholars, a colle
giate minority joumaJi.st intem.ship

See "Final" on Page 5

lasters degree. Regan plans to own a pro-,'

Ruction company in the next ten years, wi
^ specialization in entertainment production
Hillar}' S. Condon, the communit
/lew editor, has been a member of die edito

ial board since the fall of 1998. She workei

ler freshman year as a staff writer and assist
ant to the editor. In addition to her work ai

Elje illetcr, Hillary also completed success
Til internships with the Green Hills News
he National Organization for Women, th

From where I stand:

ture story on Dr. Sandra Holt, direc
tor of the University Honors
Program. 1also remember seeing ray
Toomer ? stoiy chopped up, to the point where
I didn't recognize it anymore. Pretty

Regan |
Copy

Editor

1999-01

Tennessee Tribune, Contempora Magazinej
md the Ashland City Times. Jn May, sh
vill leave Tennessee for her first job as
epoiTer for the Midland Reporter- Telegran
n Midland, Texas.

Sonja Jones will complete her degre
Ji Interdisciplinary Studies with an empha
iis in English and Philosophy in August
Sonja has been admitted to graduate schoo
at the Universuyof Memphis. She hopes!
obtain a liscensure to teach K-8 and will
later get a master's in English. She the

plans to reside in Memphis, Tennessee.*

Fm Free

her addiction, and I remember mak

ing the mistake of calling herAmber.
That was probably the best mistake I
could make. That was my first
acquaintance on the staff, and later
one person I can still call a friend.
I remember my first story, a fea

Mia, From the first time 1 met

am to see you at your best as the

HNIC. You have brought this paper
-i editing, business, and style of "(E-lfC into controversy, out of controversy,
I made a ton of friends, some where there are memories to glance
i Jflcter.
gone, some still here.
upon. I have always admired your
As I leave my position as copy diction and writing style and how
the mistakes I made, the lessons I

learned, and the times I doubted my
ability. It was always the "at home"
atmosphere here at %])z JHeter that
lifted my spirits, let me giggle as
tined for me to attend Big Blue. much as I wanted to (and I do a lot)
Anyway, one day I found the Meter and where I could trip out.
office and I never will forget meeting
I will miss stopping ail conver
Ambre Brown, as I turned the comer sation when the front door opens to

that day. She was sipping on coffee,

.

you I knew you were a strong indi
vidual. I cannot tell you how proud I

soon, I learned the ins and outs of

editor of the Meter, I must reflect on

Four years ago, I stumbled onto
this place called Tennessee State
University by accident. I originally
planned to attend Hampton
University, but I guess it was des

hours at a time.

you could react under so much pres
sure. I really admire your strength
and you are too goofy! But. 1 love
you, and wish you the best Ms.

Lawyer. I will need you to represent
me when 1own my own production
company, in about ten years.

Hillary, WOW! Nothing you say
shocks me, but I always admired
your spunk and ability to bounce

see who entered the office. I will

back from every situation. I think

miss the constant spilling of every
one's business in the office (even if it
was all in fun). I will missthe parties,

yournewjob is thebest thing for you

right now, cause I truly see your pas

out to eats after the Editorial board

you are going to take the newspapers

meetings, and the final editing ses

by storm one day. And, I can be

sions, where we would just clown for

sion in print journalism, and I think

See "Reagan" on Page 10
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Final farewell totKIjc jilrter staff
Your name truly matches your personali

Continued from Page 4
and award, as opposed to other HBCUs
that had only one. That makes four in

ty. This year, we've been to the
"Cabaret," and gotten "Real." I know that
you are going to find your niche and be a

three years. Then mass media like chan

spark in the industry. Keep your head up

nels 4,5, and 17 wantedto get their hands

so you can see success coming.

on stories that we broke first. From these

Regan - Only you may love the Gap
more than I do. You brought a sense of

things, I know that ®Ijb ^Jleter, is doing
something right.
This job as editor has been heavenly,
but the members of the editorial board

have been my angels.
Sonja - Well good cousin of mine, as
a copy and news editor, you can sure run

a section. It took you to put things in a
certain perspective that would all make
us "simmer down." Your mom always
told us to take care of each other here at

TSU and I can truly say that you have
taken cai-e of me. I wish you the best of
luck next year, and it is my hope that you

calm and focus to the office when we

A special thank you to Ms. Perianne

As for the editorial board that I am
will always have enough Kleenex to wipe
entmsting
my "baby" to : Raynata, Alan,
away those tears of laughter.
Tosha,
Angela,
Derick, Myiesha, and
Hillary - My pearl. I have watched
Jonathan,
you
guys
are the ones to keep
you grow and change inside and outside
this
paper
going
in
the right direction.
of this office. What 1 most appreciate
Never
compromise
anything
for anyone.
about our relationship is that we can fight
like family, but put it aside for the good Stick to your guns and the rest will fall
of the newspaper andeach other. I admire into place. Alan, continue to keep it real.

your strength to stand up for what you
believe. iVever I'er anyone fake c/mcAvm

you. I know that you're going to do well
in Midland. Good Luck. I'll miss you.

To

the new editor in chief,
JiJJJ J-ll f could not be more

proud of you. I have watched you grow
into a strong journalist with character and
integrity. 1had always thought that there

Sparkle - When I met you, I wanted
you to get out ofyour shell. Now I can't was a reason God allowed you and I to
pay you to get back in the dam thing. meet two years ago, now I know why.

Jiate University community. Opinions g

pind staff of Tennessee State University.L:
^

Submission Requirements
The Meter invites submissions by
members of the Tennessee State

University community. Timeliness,
clarity of thought, factual accuracy, and
interest to the university community
ijwill be factors in selecting malerial for

yourself short.

Many thanks to faculty, staff and stu
dents who have given me encouragement

i^ublicalion.
All materials must mlbere to the

|foIlowing guidlines:

London. I never knew that a mom came

a) All contributions must be typed,,

with the job, but there you were. You
never asked for anything except fpr our
family to stick with each other, and in
return, you would love us like your chil

iouble spaced (.submitted on 3.5" disk^
id hard copy), and must include the

tiler's name, telephone number and ^

*.0. Box.

dren. You have been a true angel to all of

^

b) Featured articles should not

us, and for that I am so thankful. I'll miss

exceed 1,000 words. Opijiion length

you Ms. London.

Should not exceed 500 words. Letter

1 have grown up and out with
JReter, and now it is time to move on. I

length should not exceed 300 words.

only hope that I gain half the relation

c) Sources of factual material
should be included. All claims of fact

ships in law school that 1 have gained

re subject to verification.

|

d)The Meter reserves the rightto 7

with all of you.

Okay Henderson, it's show time.

reject letters, articles orads without

This cushy seatis all yours. I want you to
take care of this newspaper as I have, but
don't be like me,be betterthan yourself.*

s.xplainalion. and to edit those as iiecssary.*

You have gone above andbeyond the call

a,x article and chart in the April 4, 2001 issue, the Jtifter incorrectly stated 20U0-20«rs{^itt Gove

association budget figures. For the corrected figures see the story on page 1. (Eiie Jllettr regrets the error.
-

—

- -

--

jWeteris now accepting

applications for all positions.
Interested staff members may attend an

interest meeting on May 2,2001 at 5 p.m. in
Jllrter office (Kean Hall, Suite 304).
A

_
?

jxpressed herein are of the writer, not
lose of the administration, the Studenlj
lOvemment Association or the faculty

what people need to know. You can't
make everyone happy, but you can keep
everyone informed. Always be fair with
your student body and never cut them, or

Thanks for the push, it caused us to do
our best work. Do the same with the next

The Meter is published biweekly
id is available free to the Tennessee

tion, you have some expectations to ful
fill, but I know you'll exceed them in a
typical Tre' fashion. You are now a man
with immense responsibility. You control

or a hard time. Both were great because 1
knew you were reading.

editorial board.

Requirements

of duty so many times and never asked
for anything in return. That, to me, is a
sign of a good leader. Not only did you
earn this chair, but you deserve it. As the
first man in five years to hold this posi

were anything but those things. 1 know
that you're going to bum 'em out wher
ever you attend graduate school, but I
most look forward to you bumping Hype
Williams out of the top spot. Good Luck.
Ms. Foster - You pushed me when I
didn't want to be pushed and you pushed
this editorial board and newspaper when
we thought we had gone far enough.-

Submission

?
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From Where I Stand: Never a Dull Moment TSU names residence tor f
years of college the same has occured with us.
You will be great on Entertainment Tonight or
anything else you set your mind to. You always

Sonja Jones

know how to make me laugh and have the

$500,000 surprise donation

kleenex near by for my tears. 1 will definitely
miss you! You know we will have-to keep in ^

Neu/s/Copi/
Editor

touch!

]999'01

From the moment I stepped foot on
Tennessee State University's campus, I knew
that this would be quite a ride!

CjC

I joined tKIje JHetcr staff in April of 1998
with much hesitation beccause I didn't think I

are you a leader but you also won't compromise

was quite prepared, but with great advising from

your joumalistic ethics to pacify anyone.

Pamela E. Foster and two terrific editors, Ambre

Raynata -You have proven to be not only

Brown and Mia McNeil, they made my time on
tlCIje
something I'll never forget. I began
as a news writer in 1998, was a copy editor from
1999-2000, and in November of 2000 I was told
that I would be news editor. Whew! What a trip,

an excellent writer but also a terrific editor. You

but I would never change it for the world
because it was truly a leaming experience.

so much for bearing with me this year. All of

Through

wish" you the best of luck for next yeaf.

^tXtx 1was able to meet celebri

ties, meet studentsfrom other colleges and uni
versities through various conferences, and make

life long friends, ^o could ask for anything
more? Upon graduation on August 11, 2001,1

By Camille Edwards
^eivs Writer

Residential Complex.

And, in a surprise gestiue. forU.S. Rep. Harold Ford Sr. and
r-tds brother state Sen. John N. Ford

[gave the university $500,000.

most central and oustanding struc
ture on Heiman Street. The coai-

plex was designed to cater to the
students' needs

and

is

well

equipped to exhibit same^The
complex is often sought out by
most students arrending TSU
because of its acccmadating and
luxurious features, chief of which

is the single-occupancy, two and
four-^bedroQia apartments. Othet-

will be a strong news editor next year so don't
allow anyone to tell you what is or is not con
sidered a story. Use your own intuition.
The Entire Meter Staff - Thank you guys

you were great writers with somuch potential. I
Ms. Perrianne London - You have always

had your office open if I wanted to talk about
anything. You have such a big heart! Don't let
TSU try to kill you for simply doing your job!

will be able to take with me refined leadership

Dr. Helen Houston - You have defmitely

skills, a "perfect" listening ear, and many, many,

been my rock this semester. You have given me
words of encouragement, truth, and faith and I

Thank you so much

will forever remember you. I guess \ should

for believing in me. It was through yourinsight,
encouragement, and construtive criticism that I
was able to grow as a person. You are definitely

have listened to you and majored in English,

a supreme lady!
Mia - You have done a terrific job as Editor-

You defmitely have a beautiful heart!

in-Chief and you will do well in law school. It

originally named Fleiman Street
Residential Complex, is one of die

Regan - Because of you 1 was able to go to
the bank, the grocery store, and to the mall to
VTennessee State University
buy makeup....thanks and morethanks! You are
'feld a dedication ceremony on
definitely a wonderful friend. I am glad to know
Wednesdiiy, April 18, to mark the
that I have a buddy that helps me cry everytime
renaming of the Heiman Street
I laugh! 1 will definitely miss you!
IVe - You are definitely one cool guy! You
will do a terrific job next year because not only

many memories.
Ms. Pamela Foster

brothers alumni and gets

huh? Thanks, thanks, thanks for being not only

PHViiC'f i.'LR7ESyDEHICK KDviBKOUGH

my professor, but also my friend and mentor. President Hefner, John N. Ford, and Harold E. Ford pose in.front
Niela - Girl, we have been roomates since

of the remodeled sign outsideof the apartmentcomplex.

August of 1997 and it has been nothing butpure

This

constructed

features that would distinguish

building now is named

sized dining-;ex)m and complete
kitchen, private balconies, fullsize bathrooms with vanity and

recently

is good to know that I will have a "discount" if I joy! I could not have asked for a better room ::l22-imit complex was being dedi- these apartments from dorms on
mate for my tenure in college. Over the years . j^ed in honor of the two distiii- campus, are: carpeting through
needa lawyer! See ya at the family reunion!
• Hillary - You are definitely unique in every you have become my sister rather than my .^gafebed brothers and alumni of out each complex, a mediuirih
way. Good luckinTexas andremember thatour roommate. I thank God for bringing you into

favorite number will always be four (4)! (smile)

Sparkle - The memories, the memories, the

my life. Love ya girl!
Eric -You could not have entered my life at

memories! It is ironic enough that our fathers

a more opportune time. Thanks for being ray

were friends in college and now after our four

breath of fresh air. •

)ld E Ford Sr. and John N

Complex. TheSl
comfrfex. which was

Heiman on page 23

Shuttle bus not reliable in keeping regular route
By Derick Kimbrough
Photography Manager
Many Tennessee State University
students use the Shuttle Bus Service on a

apartments to the main campus.
"I've been waiting for over 30 min
utes," said Shannon Williams, a junior

knowing thatthe shuttle drivers only stop hour or two nearly everyday.
at five locations, the total round trips for

"Once I waited 55 minutes for the

one shuttle should take no more than

shuttle," said Michelle Jackson, a senior

psychology major. "They don't go by the

twenty minutes. If it takes 20 minutess architectural engineering major.

schedule and being that there are two
shuttle buses it really shouldn't take that
long. The campus isn't even that big."
Shannon speculated as to how long it

for one shuttle when two are running, the
wait should be no more than 10 minutes."
Some students would rather walk
than wait for the shuttle service.

"I was sitting at the bench in front of

the student center where you can see any
car driving by. Not a single shuttle passed

daily basis. Whether to catcha ride to the
downtown campus or simply to get to the should take one shuttle to make a round
main campus ftom the residential apart trip.
ments, a vast majority of the students
"I timed the trip and found that it

portation and they told me they were
unable
to get in touch with the missing
said Moniquie Lamb, a junior psycholo
shuttle
driver,
soI asked campus security
gy major. "The shuttlebuses are slow and

who use the shuttle service are highly

takes no more than seven minutes

unreliable. Sometimes I am walking to

roundtrip (stops not included)," Williams

campus and the shuttle bus has just
passed on by. The shuttle system needs a

if they could try and call him over the
radio but they had no success."
"Eventually when the shuttle driver

lot of work."

found hiswayto the shuttle stop (over an

There are some allegations of one
shuttle bus driver disappearing for an

See "Shuttle" on page 7

unsatisfied. Though a handful of stu
dents are somewhat content with the

shuttle service, throughout the course of
the last year a steady decline in reliabili
ty has lowered many students confidence
in the shuttle service from the residential

said.

"Taking that into consideration as
well as the knowledge that the typical
stop takes no more than two minutes, and

by once. I called the number for trans

"I don't rain^ walking to campus."

April 25, 2001
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Long waits and no shows leave

shuttle passengers frustrated
Continued from page 6
hour later) he drove right by the stop without waiting or looking to see if
J

someone was waiting inside. Being that it was extremely cold outside I was

'• -

waiting at the door in clear view of the stop. Everyday around noon I am
forced to wait longer than I should on account of a lazy shuttle driver that
doesn't want to do thejob he is paid for."
These concerns were brought to Jewell Winn, the supervisor in charge of
the shuttle service.

"I hear all of the complaints," said Winn. "We want it to be better and
that is something we are working towards.
Our greatest problem is we don't have enough drivers... if one driver is
out, it messes up the entire schedule. There is money for more positions but
no one applies for the job."
Mrs. Winn also expressed concern when informed of students alleging
that a certain driver finds a spot to hide on and off campus instead of main
taining their route.

YOU GOT ITi
2001 Pontiac" Grand Am*
Coupe

SI 7.477
GMgrad Cash-Off - $400'

"If anyone sees a van off it's route or anywhere off campus contact me
immediately, Winn said. "My direct line is extension 5685."

She went on to say that students should also feel free to call her voicemail, with any complaints or concerns. Students who feel that they, have been
waiting too long, should call the dispatch number at extension 5668 between
the hours of 8:00 a.m - 4:30 p.m.
"Tennessee State University students can work as shuttle drivers." Winn
added. "In fact, just about anyone can be a shuttle van driver. All you need
is a valid drivers license and a good driving record. Many students would see
that as a good weekendjob.."»

- $1500-

Cash Back

$15,577

GM

1

®F)e ifttetcr

congratulates all
Graduating

Rnatty got yoirdegree. GetUns a1^ Job. Need a oew cap. Satisfy yoir driving ambttm
• Your choice ofany new Pontiac • Quick, easy GMAC® financing at attractive rates'
• No credit history required' • No down payrhent on purchase' • GMgrad cash-off incentive
Visit GMGRAD.com or call 1-800-964-GRAD for details.

niEILL-SAMDLER

Seniors!!!

BUICK - PONTIAC - CMC TRUCK

2240 N.W. Broad St. Murfreesboro • 1-515-893-1333
• fSI 500 fanofv rebate asofWCI-Factofv rebates sut^ to(Sanga.)

See you at
Homecoming!!!
«•

_

TAvailable toward the purchase orlease of select 2000,2001 or 2002 vehicles for eligible college graduates.You must enher 11} be wrthrrr 6months of
_
graduate or 12) have graduated wftfih the past 2years from a2-vear or A-year "''ese"
entire enrollmem perirS. Certitate program students are not eligible. Must take real de^ry fr^ parto^ung
^
financed
purdtase
or lease.Finance
Ungthcharges
of frtance
contract
Miramum amount
financed
requaod.
liAonthlywith
p^ment
d^rr^t
available with GMAC
SmartLease
or SriwnBuy.
accrue
fromislimited.
date of purtfese.GtvlAC
must
approve.
Not avBilabte
some other
^ts.^^
^
•• BasedctiMSRP lessSl.^tashback incentrveand S400GMCollegeGrad cashofl.Tax.title,6canse8rKJc*)ticiM!equpfnefitextra. NotMfiijlewittiothercfiars.
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Some say reborn Alpha Theta would focus on service
Continued from Page 2
forward to the revival of Alpha Theta.
"I'll have more brothers," Harris

said. "We can really show the campus
what brotherhood is all about."

While Harris, a junior business infor
mation systems major and a former
sergeant-at-arms for the Eta Mu under
graduate chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi at
JSU, is looking forward to "uniting
debonair and intellectual Black men into

office is becoming more strict with haz
ing policies," he said.
Of course, all of these plans for the
chapter are moot points, if the chapter is
not approved to return to campus.
"As of now the chapter is inactive,"
Myles says."The national body will noti
In order for reinstatement of the

chapter to occur, the pending disciplinary
action must be completed - Alpha Theta's
is completed in June. There must be a
proposal of a chapter plan of action from

a brotherhood." He says that Alpha Theta
could best serve the campus with campus
and community service.
"I would like to go tutor kids at

the regional president. Then upon perusal
of the proposal by the regional review

McKissack (middle school), have a shad

dation about the status of the chapter,
active or inactive, and present it to the

owing program with kids, or have group
therapy with the campus and talk about
the issues on campus that effect them," he
said.

Lockridge agrees that community
service is better than needless hazing.
"I would love to see those members

of the chapter who are experts in areas to
take young kids and tutor them ... there is

board, the board will make a recommen

Grand Board.

The Grand Board will then vote on

the recommendation. If denied, the chap
ter will remain suspended. I approved, an

*

'-'i:

.

---

<A • ~

appointed graduate chapter, either the
Nashville Alumni

or Hendersonville

chapter, will assist the regional president
in the return of the chapter on campus.

a whole lot more that can be done rather

Jones says that if Hendersonville,

than paddling men or making them drink

founded in 1995, is selected as the gradu

until they are senseless," she said.
member of Alpha Theta, as a former vice
president of Eta Mu, he realizes the

ate chapter for Alpha Theta, he will rec
ommend that the membership intake fee
is $1,000. He says that this will alleviate
illegal activity. "Underground lines,

inipoitancc of telling both the members

transferring from another chapter lu

Although Smith is not currently a

-1

fy us when they are back on campus."

of the chapter and men interested in Alpha Theta, and hazing won't bring the
becoming a member of Kappa Alpha Psi chapter back any faster," he said.
Lockridge says that the responsibili
that hazing will not be tolerated.
"You have to stress the importance ty falls on the shoulders of the members
that, if entering into a Greek organization, and graduate advisers.
hazing is illegal," he said. "You have to
set strict rules and guidelines for the
chapter.
It is important to talk to all of the

they are here at the pleasure of the uni
versity, so theymust abide bythestudent

Nashville members at the annual Kappa Ball.

members and stress that our national

code of ethics," she said. "But that is all

we can do. The future of the chapter is in

"We will sit down and talk to the

people involved and let them know that

PHOTO COURTESY OF ADRIANJONES

their hands." •

TSU losing its first woman president of Alpha Phi Omega
A senior speech communications
major with a health care administration
and planning minor, Walters joined the
organization two yearsago during the fall

By Mia D. McNeil

Editor in Chief

service fraternity. She was the first in the
Nashville Area, the fust in the state of
Tennessee, but Kwanisha Walters was
also the first Black woman president of

Alpha Phi Omega in the United States.
Walters, a native of Detroit,

Mich., was elected as president of the

organization in the spring of 2000 and
will turn over her yearlong office later
this semester. "I think that Alpha Phi

Omega is going in a great direction right
now," Walters said.

Alplja IPhi (§mega
tUnOHAL StXViarEAXEKNRT

PHOTO COURTESY OF KWANISHAWALTERS

Although we'd like more recogni
tion on campus and from the campus, I
think that we're doing a greatjob."

According to the Alpha Phi Omega
website, Walters joins 225,000 men and

women who have joined the fraternity

R.E.S.U.R.R.E.C.T.E.D." tine. She said

since 1925. The group includes MEM
BERS from U.S. President Bill Clinton

her mspiration to Join the organization

and astronaut James Lovell.

was not for a "resume-filler."

"I had beenfamiliarwith the organi

"I appreciate organizations like
Alpha Phi Omega," said TSU senior

as

Shewas the firstBlack woman pres
ident of Tennessee State University's
chapter of Alpha Phi Omega, a national

accolade on a resume.

a

member

of

the

"33

zation before it was re-chartered on cam

William Jenkins. "They (members) are

pus," she said."I first heard about it dur
ing the 1996 presidential election when

really out to do some good for the cam

Bill Clinton said that he was a member. I

here at TSU."

was really impressed by the way the

pus and that is something that is lacking
This organization was a perfect fit

organization stressed . . . service in the

for Walters, considering that she previ

community, on campus, in the fraternity
and nationally. I knew joining was a

ously was involved with other communi

ty service organizations on campus such

worthwhile commitment."

However, it doesn't hurt to have this

See ''Kwanisha" on page 12
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Community View
Hillary S.
Condon

Communiti,
Vteiu

Editor.
1998-01

Well, what can I say?

I thought long and hard about what I
would tell the Tennessee State University

community for my final editorial as a
member of

iflctcr's editorial board

and, I have to say, there were a lot of
options.
Former A&E Editor Keith Barbee

did a pictorial salute to himself in the
office for his final say, and former Editor
in Chief Ambre Brown got special pic
tures taken and gave us all sound advice
for the future.
Former News Editor
Mitchell Vantrease addressed us all indi

vidually and told us how much we meant
to him.

From where I stood for three years - My final say
mesh in your favor.
Maybe I should ask them not to
blame me for telling the truth—if they
hadn't messed up, there would be no
story to tell. And if I hadn't broken the
story, someone else would have. Right?
Maybe I should talk to all of my fel
low pale-faces out there in TSU-Land,
and tell them to (please, please) break our
long, proud tradition of inactivity and
feeling sorry for ourselves as we sit in the
Minority Student Affairs office and com

plain. Get involved and stop complain
ing, because the majority students will
not come to you and beg you to join.
Right?
Maybe I should go back and give a
piece of my mind to that freshman
English teacher who told me that white

people didn't havesouls. Now, I'll bethe
first to admit that the stereotype about

white people not having rhythm was cre
ated because some Black people saw me

getting down at a party, but 1think I still
have some soul.

(Really, even when

white people see me dancing to B.O.B.,

I'm not going to do any of that.
In one of his songs, Eminem raps
that if he had one wish, it would be an

a$$ big enough for the whole world to
kiss. After four years of dealing with
financial aid, three sexualiy-harrassing
teachers, and the opinions of everyone

who has time to stop me on campus and

complain, 1 have to say that the thought

they cringe.) Right?

I've grown to love my desk in Wl)e
jHetec office (with a great view of The
Hole), my friends, coworkers and room
mates on the staff and editorial board, and

the newspaper itself.
Maybe I should just talk about my
amazing love for this newspaper. It's a
love I can liken only to that a parent, feels
after creating something that shows all of

stories from here at TSU—I've had a

whole career's worth of good stories and
a lifetime's worth of controversy in less

than four years, and 1 only hope that the
Typos, misplaced color, and grainy rest of my career can be as successful.
There are so many things to say to ail
photos aside, I see each paper as perfect
when it leaves my desk. It's my baby... of you, my TSU family and my JlUter
well, now it's someone else's. Please family. To my fellow graduating class
members, I hope all of you have success
take care of it.
Maybe I shouldleave some words of in the future. See you at Homecoming!
To Mia, please take care of yourself
wisdom for the rest of the student body,
in law school.
not just my iilcter staff.
the best that you, can do.

Well, at least I can say I was here
when Michelle Robinson was queen, and
all of TSU was proud to stand behind her

prettily-wrapped head and shining smile.

To Tre, Tosha, Alan, Raynata and

Marcus. I know you all will do an excel
lent job with the newspaper next year.
Just remember: do everything Ms. Foster

says, even if it doesn't seem like a good

Right?

At least I can say that I was bold

idea at the time. Trust me.*

once I got the information. If it makes

you feel any better. Dr. Hefner, I really

hour on May 12.
So, what to say?

strapping young men at TSU, and tell all
of you that I seriously need some help

Maybe a short salute to all of the

all by myself?

enough to fight all of the other staff mem
bers for the good stories—Kemba Smith,
Dr. Hefner's report card. Marc Peek's
ejection from office, the claiming and
reclaiming of the "Qua bench," TSUPD
hiring a child molester and rapist as a
security guard, the stipulation of settle
ment case, and Joseph Green's death.
And those are just some of the best

think all of those people would give him
such a low score—but I had to print it

don't want to come up short one credit

But upon further contemplation, I

guess I should stay positive about TSU. I

ing since August of 1998. What will I do

Maybe I'll go and apologize to Dr.
Hefner for that report card story f did
about him two years ago. 1 really didn't

think you're an amazing leader and a
good man. Security on campus-'-now
that's anotherstory altogether. Right?
Maybe I should just use this space
for a big advertisement to all of the big,

crossed my mind.

haven't missed an editorial board meet

moving. I have so many things, and by
Memorial Day they all have to be in my
because they saw my feature story about new apartment in Midland, Texas, where
hazing and Joseph Green on the evening I now have a job as a reporter. Can you
news. Maybe I should tell them that I help a girl out, please?
won't compromise my journalistic ethics
Maybe I shoulddedicate all of thisto
ifor anyone, even if I once talked to your mymentee, Tosha Jones, whowillbe tak
ffat brother. It's your fault if you thought ing over the Community View section
that my business and personal life would once I'm gone. It seems so strange... I

people who are still giving me dirty looks

All tBU tull-time

sophomore and junior students!!
You are invited to join the National
Student Exchange Program.

"African-Ainericaiis at Belle Meade Plantation

Opening of a newpermanent exhibit
Sunday, April 29,2001
1:00 p.m.-5:00 p.m.

Ribbon Cutting
l;30p.m.
LecturebyDr. Bobby Lovett
2:00 p.m.
Special guided "In the Time of Slavery" tours
Free admission to the above
5025 HardingRoad, Nashville, TN 37205 (615) 356-0501

Contact Dr. Jun Rivera at 963-7797.,

It
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From Where I stand: Fm so glad to finally be free
Continued from Page 4

to get ready for the drama that will come
with your position, but most important,
stay determined and focused. I see so
much potential in you, and I admire the
leadership in you. If everyone sees what
1 do in you, then you will be straight. Be
fair, but firm and I know we will see each
other again. Make sure you send me

in Tupperware, cause you know you can
bum in the kitchen! Miss you.
Myeisha and Johnathan, You guys
really came out of the blue and corrected
what was missing in advertising.
Jonathan, I admire your quiet demeanor,
you remind me of a little brother, but
you seem very humble. I hope, you con
tinue to stay on the staff, because you
have a lot of good ideas that are needed.
Good luck. Myeisha, you got your act
together, there is not much I can say to
you, but I know that everything you
touch up here will be done with style.
I've always taken notice to the stylish
individual you are. Stay the same and
don't let the pettiness that sometimes
surrounds this office, grab you. Good
luck. You don't have too much longer.
Tosha , Angela, Marcus and
Raynata, You are the next chosen ones.
Milk every opportunity and resource you
have that comes with the positions, but
please know that you are depended upon,
so please try not to half-step. Tosha, your
meekness tickles me, cause you remind
me of myself so much years ago, stay
that way. Don't let the phoniness of TSU
change you. Angela, your sassiness is so
funny. Keep smiling and evoking that
wonder about you. Take care of my sec
tion. 1 know you will. Marcus, you are
just a cool cat. I know you will kxcp

monthly boxes filled of your jambalaya

sports tight. You didn't talk as much, but

proud to say that I knew you. I loved
hearing stories about your mommy or
grandma or your use of details in every
thing. The world is not ready for Hillary
Condon, but I'm sure you are about to
bring da' funk!
Alan, AH-HAH! You are crazy! I
never knew. I hope you keep your head
throughout the last years you have left.
Stay cool and never, never lose your
sense of humor. I wish you luck also in
the future. Whoever knew we would be

so cool after that long, death-defying
drive to FAMU. You taught me about me
about the Final Four in the NCAA, and I

taught you my sarcasm. Most of all, keep
it real.

Tre', Well it is your baby now, (in
the infamous words of F. Buckley). I
wish that we could take you with us,
because you are more than ready to grad
uate, but there are still some lessons to be

learned. I want to leave you my patience

-ontinued from Page 3
The length of the Miss TSU pageant was

idiculous,'' Brewer said. "With that many people
iinning. litey should have shortened the time peojle had to changeand perform. No pageant should
K five Itours long."
Despite the lengthof the pageant. Brewerwas
atisfied with Evans being chosen as Miss TSU.
"Evans i.s the perfect choice for Miss TSU.
fhere were a lot of good candidates but she had a
ure shot at getting it."
KanitaAraber, a junior from Chicago, Illinois,
vas unsure as to whether or not Evams was the
jest.

"I douT know." said Araber, "I did not vote

or Mia. I liked Shimere's platform better."
The total votes for Student Government

\ssociation representatives-at-lai-ge. day and
jvening were somewhat better, however, votes for
:lass repiesentativcs trnd officers lingered in the
ow hundieds.

Joscelyne M. Gibson won senior class repreentalive. evening, with 164 votes. Robin L.
Jrsery won Miss Senior with 96 votes. Kiyoko L.
lark won junior class repmsemativc with 209
TOtcs. Charles Galbreath, Jr. won sophomore class
epresentativc, day. with 336 votes. With class
vizes well into the thousands, voter turnout contiu-

when you did it was always comedy.
Take care. Raynata, girl you have got it
going on, take a deep breath, cause news
is important. Use good judgment and
keep your creativity flowing. I know you

talks about you know who. I think you
know we agree on a lot of things, and
nobody can tell you about yourself than
Sonja. But, I appreciate that, more than
you know. You are truly a kindred spirit,

will succeed.

and I hope you get Teacher of the Year

My Sparkle and My Son-ja! You two
know me so well. Sparkle, that night you
came by my room at Wilson Hall fresh
man year, I think I set things straight that
things won't ever be the same again. I
think you know how much I appreciate
you being there for me, and even though
we don't always see eye to eye on every
thing (it seems sometimes), I know that
spunk in you will get recognized some
day. You have so much potential, so
everytime you feel like getting down,
just remember how far you have come. I
wish you luck in the future always, and I
know you will keep in touch. We have
been through too much crying, yelling,
cursing, laughing, smiling, and gossiping
to just lose touch. I hope you will find

each consecutive year when you start

more friends in the near future whom

you will make special bonds, and don't
worry about Mr. Right, he will find you.
And, 1 will be there to shake my head,
and say "1 knew it all along."
Sonja, your strength and siUiness
slay me. 1 am so glad we found each
other, because you are a nut. 1 think
being copy editors brought us closer and

teaching "your babies." Never stay out of
touch with me, cause you are my sanity.
To all of my teachers. Dr. Page, Dr.
Holt, Mr. Dungey. Dr. James, Ms. Foster
and anyone ,else whom I may not have
mentioned, thank you for seeing my
potential and helping to mold the student
and woman that I am know. I gained a lot
of knowledge from your classes, advice,
small talk, whatever. I hope I find more
people like you later in my walks of life.
Thank you for yom concern.

Finally, to my best friends, my ATL
homies. Cicely, Pelita, Jolai, Mia, Hollie
and Marcus, thank you for appreciating
me for myself. Thank you for encourag
ing me, thank you for your undying love.
All of you should know how much you
mean to me. I found true family in col
lege and I hope I can call you that forev
er.

And, thank you God for delivering
me through four hard years of discover
ing the goods and ads of college, and
giving me strength and a new-definition
of self."

I appreciate all the midnight counseling

ues to be a disappointment.
The proposal to increase the SG.A feeto S3.(
passed by one vote, 601 for the increase and 600 against it.
^
The Student GovernmentAssociation's opera

tional budget is based on the $3.00 dues collected
from the student body.
The purpose of the increase is to remedy
the constraini.s placed on the services they can ren- ,
der to the students for the 2001-2002 academic

sch(X)l year.
!
Looking toward the future, the new president •
and vice president have plans for the new yeat i
For next year. Gilliam states a quote that he might .i
model his lenn after would be, "if we always do .^

what we've always done, we'll always get what i

we've always gotten."

^i

"In order to change things." Gilliam said,
"we'll haveto go against thegrain. It'll be hard atj

times, but we'll have to do it anyw ay."

Financial Aid Exit

Interviews for May
Graduates {graduation
requirement!!) will be
conducted through May
11, 2001 in Room 343,

Floyd-Payne Campus
Center.

|

Ne.vt year. Thompson wants the SGAto bea'i

"proactive and not a reactive student goveniinenL"-i
"We will be causing positive changes ami'
working for the students. We're not going to wait •
for change to happen, said Thompson" •

Times: 10 a.m., 11 a.m.,
noon, 2:30 p.m., and 3:30
p.m.

April 25, 2001
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TSU Alumni operates local fitness and workout center
Offers personal training at low prices and a comfortable atmosphere
were manufactured. The current owner of

By Tosha Jones

Community View writer
Looking for a place to get personal
fitness training at the lowest prices in
town? Maybe you want a place to work
out where there is a family atmosphere,
yet professionalism and style. Marathon
Fitness Co. might be the perfect spot for
you.

Three Tennessee State University

alumni, along with one other business
partner, have teamed up to run a fitness
center here in North Nashville. Morris

Jamison, a former TSU football player,
Jerry Davis who was once the drum
major of the Aristocrat of Bands, John
Payne, a former body builder, and a
fourth owner, Elmond Johnson from

New York, have been offering fitness ser
vices for 11 months in their building on
Clinton Ave.

Upon first glances of the Marathon
Fitness building, it is obvious the loca
tion was once much more than just a

place to work out. The building was built
in the early 1900's and was part of the
Marathon Motor Works company.
At the time Marathon Motors was

the only place in the south where cars

the property. Berry Walker, plans to ren
ovate several other warehouses through
out the region that were used by the
Marathon Motors Company and turn
them into fitness centers.

"We were looking for something
kinda different, with a little edge on it,"
said Morris Jamison when asked about

The fitness center is not advertising
their facility as an open gym. There are
still rooms of the building that are unfin
ished and when completed they will be
opened up and used by Jerry Davis, a cer

Not only does Marathon Fitness pro
vide quality service with experienced
trainers, it will also make you feel as if

tified aerobics instructor, to lead aerobics
clashes and other classes as well. The

room.

owners intend to offer karate, boxing,
and Kickboxing lessons in the future.

we have here," said Jamison. "We make

why they chose this location for their

center. "We didn't want just four regular

When all of the renovations are com

walls. We wanted a kind of an atmos

plete, Jamison said, "that's when we're
gonna kinda open it up, because we fig

phere...a different kind of vibe."

ure

that

some

of

the

students

at

one of three other Marathon Fitness loca

Tennessee State, Fisk and Meharry will
want to do the aerobics,...especially the

tions in the state of Tennessee and it cur

females."

Marathon Fitness on Clinton Ave is

rently has about 40 clients for personal
training (about 10 clients per trainer).
There is a membership program for those
who simply want a place to work out,
however, their target clientele are people
who want personal attention.
"We are starting out targeting the
African American community and mak

ing personal training affordable," said

the people who are here at 5:00 in the

Jamison said, "You'd be amazed at

espite delay, poet Sonia
her position in

books including, Homecomings We a BaddDDD

People, Love Poems. I've Been a Mbnian: New
and Selected Poems, Sound Jnvesmient and Other

Sforiess homegirls and Hamigrenades-, Under a
Soprano Sky: Wounded In The House ofa Friend:
Docs Your House Have Lions?: Like the Singing
Coming Ojfihe Drums: and her most recent work
Shake Loose My Skin: New and Selected Poems.
As a contributing editor to Black Scholar and
the Journal of African Studies, Sonia edited two

anthologies:. We Be Word Sorcerers: 25 Stories hy
Black Ajnericans and 360 degrees of Blackness
Coming At You.

Sanchez's literary presence became very
proiviinent in the early '7()s when she shaied her
poetry with audiences mainly on college campus
es. But it was her involvement in revolutionary
social movements in die 1960s, which lead herto

341-0585. •

For personal training the rate is $250
per month with 3 one-hour sessions per

We work with whites, Hispanics, as well
as, old and young."

cancelled due to illness. She is the author of 13

For more information on personal
training from Marathon Fitness call (615)

ship, there is a $50 joining fee, and a $35

it in volume. However we are diverse.

of Tenncs.sce State Univei-sily at 6 p.m. Oii April
24 in the Humanities Building.
Sanchez spoke after her first appearance was

sure everybody knows everybody; it's
close knit."

monthly rate.

week. The hours are convenient for any

professor Dr. Sonia Sanchez spoke to the students

"It's a real family atmosphere that

and cardio equipment and also provides
shower facilities. For a general member

work schedule, opening at 5am Mon-Fri
and closing at 9 pm. On the weekends the
hours are from 8am-5pm.

The award winning poet, author. aciivi.s{, and

you are working out in your own living

The Marathon Fitness center is fully

about $100 cheaper than the lowest price
for personal training, but we make up for

By Henderson Hill HI
Community View Writer

work!"

equipped with new exercise machines,
treadmills, ellipticals, bikes, free weights

Jamison. "Because right now we are

F

morning working out before they go to

the world of

Miss TSU Pageant draws
crowd, varied opinions

literature.
This

Continued from Page 3

multi-talented
woman

was

originally
named
W i 1s o n i a
Driver

in

Birmingham.
AL in
She
New

1934.

attended
York

City public 'scliools and later Hmiter College,
where she graduated in 1955.
The e.xperiences in her life as a Black woman

lead her to pave the way as a weJi-noted voice of
her time, which has leapt into the present. In turn

the reminiscences of her words have opened
doors for many writeis thai have come after her.
Sanchez delivers ilic power olThe Black cul
ture with insight into their problems as well as
their achievements. •

Similarly, Brandy Tate, a junior mass communications major
enjoyed the event as well.
"(The pageant was) very unique, and all the contestants were
very lovely. This made the choice very hard to choose our next
Miss TSU."

Not all were as pleased with the pageant for obvious reasons.
" I think the pageant was very unorganized, too long, and too
crowded," began junior, business administration major, Kenyanna
Banks. "It seemed very last minute."

Last minute or not, the turnout was amazing and the pageant
itself was a success.

Mia Evans is the newly elected Miss Tennessee State
University. She won with 539 votes, and following behind her

was Shimere Williams, with 286 votes, and Delali Potakey with
236. •
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Alpha Phi Omega national service fraternity has overcome many obstacles at TSU
Continued from page 8
as Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.,
Thomas Edward Poag Player's Guild and
Love You Like A Sister (LYLAS).
Including the aforementioned organi
zations, classes and her job as Aramark's
marketing intern for the southern region,
her workweek can be pretty busy.

half-century later at the 1976 National

"Black APO organizations do not
!embrace co-ed like white organiza-

Convention in Atlanta, Ga., that full mem

liions." Walters said that male members

bership was granted to women.

!have told herthat shedid not deserve to

While Waltere may receive some neg

jbe president and have threatened to ative feedback from members outside of

Iphysically harm her if seen wearing the TSU chapter, inside the chapter she
iparaphemalia.
I Walters can understand some hesita-

jtion by other chapters embracing her
Irole as president, but she refuses to

But Walters said that her lack of time

has been embraced as one of the best pres
idents the chapter has had.

"Kwanisha is prettystrong for putting
up with other chapters," said Damyon

is simply because she wants to make the
27-year-old Psi Phi chapter the best in the

jaccept the negative comments.

Thompson, vice president of community

I "I have worked hard for APO," she service and student government associa

nation.

isaid. "I'm staying, so they need to deal

tion president-elect. "...She has worked

[with it."

really hard forthis chapter ... (she) knows

"I don't mind-working hard, because
the harder we work, the more others will

I The fraternity, founded at Lafayette
!CoIlege in 1925 by Frank Reed Horton

respect us," she said.
D'lnora Gary, vice president of mem

bership for the Psi Phi chapter said that
Walters has kept the chapter strong. "We
had a good president before Kwanisha,
but she has taken us even further than we

were. I have no complaints."
Although Gary may not have com

plaints, Walters struggles with complaints
from her male counterparts from other

chapters. She often receives hate e-mails

[during wartime, was strictly a male
.organization based on the principles of
ithe Boy Scouts of America. According
to "The Story Behind the Founding,"

PHOTO COURTESY OF KWANISHA WALTERS ^jy Hoiton, the coDcept of the OFganiKwanisha Walters
zation was to make an organization for
college men who cooperated with all

belitUing her ability tolead the TSU chapter of the once all-male fraternity.

"HBCUs are different, Walters said,

Downtown Post Office becomes
new Frist Arts Center

movements.

mission statement did not

jj^^iude women. It was not until almost a

bring TSU Campui
Radio sight and sound

Community Arts Gallery. The main level

By Jennifer Mitchell
Community View Writer
Nashville's historical downtown post

office has been recently converted into the
Frist Center for the Visual Arts. The Frist

Center openedon April 8,2001 and hous
es art exhibitions of community and con
temporary artists.
The 125,000 square feet location of
the art center was chosen not only for its
historical value and availabUity, but for its
aesthetic qualities as well.
"We went to great lengths to preserve
the historical integrity of the building, not

only becauseit's on the National Register,
but because the buildingitself is a work of
art and an important architectural record
of its period," said SeabTuck, designerof
the First Center's renovation plans.

The public was given an open invita
tion to partake in the center's official rib
bon-cutting ceremony on Sunday at 2
p.m. It's opening activities included a per

also holds the Orientation Gallery, a 250-

By Dywuan Brown

seatauditorium for special events, a retail

News Writer

store that sells art-related merchandise,

anda cafe open daily to the public.

The upper level of the art center is
home to the long-term exhibitions of the

Upper Level Art Gallery, the ArtQuest
Gallery, the Media and Technology
Resource Center, two Art Studio class

rooms and a computer lab.
The Frist Center is sponsored by
AmSouth Bank and is named in honor of
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Frist Jr. for their

pledged contributions of at least $25 mil
lion to complete the facility.
Admission is free for those 18 and

under, and also for card-holding members
of the Frist Center. Regular admission is
$6.50 for adults and $*1.50 for senior citizens and students with college ID.
•
For additional information about the
Frist Center for the Visual Arts, log onto

www.jTistcenter.com • or call (615)2443340.-

•

'

A new addition to TSU campus

radio has been implemented for the

2001 spring semester and for the fol
lowing years tocome. Now on Channel
99, students that live in campus resi
dence halls can tune in and listen to the

freshest music and hip hop sounds of
the latest artists.

Recently, transmitters were placed
inside of many campus housing facili
ties. Since the project has been com

pleted, the signal is clear and can be
found 24 hours a day and all week long.
Now, TSU students are able to hear the
radio station, as well as people from all
.across the United States.

and John N. Ford Residential Complex)

also are capable of tuning in.
The campus radio station consists
of various shows throughout the week.

W.O. Smith School of Music children's

music, but it also airs programs that

chorus. After these events, guests were

contain information about events on

encouraged to tour the facility.

campus, latest world-wide news, sports
andjokesfrom the vibrant personalities

tures the Main Level Exhibition Gallery,

the Contemporary Artists Project Gallery,
the Education Gallery, and the

infonnation such as this is "The Mei
In Your Ear", which can be heard p:

Thursdays at 5;00 in the afternoon.
Installation of Channel 99 was p:

Wednesday, April 11. Since coinpletio0|
of the new channel, ratings have ros-

more than usual with everyone beingj
able to listen to the station.

"The phone lines have constantJyi
been ringing with calls since the instal
lation of the cable channel," said B;

Gresham, Operations Manager of

campus radio station.
i
This is not just a production dia^
inhibits students from participating,!
because like other current radio sta-!

tions, you can call 963-6007 to voice!
your opinion or to give out shots outs hx
your friends around the school.

Students on campus appreciate the?
fact that TSU is publicizing somethii^^

'"Plus, students that residein Heiman
that students are doing.
Street Apartments (Harold E. Ford Sr.1

formance by The Nashville Symphony,
the Fisk Jubilee Singers and Nashville's

The main level of the art center fea

how to have fun and take care of business

and that's important in a leader." •

Not only does the radio station play

of hosts.
One of the shows that contains

"Giving TSU the funds for activi*%

ties such as this is great for the student^

and the radio station employees," sai-'
Camron Clark, a junior from Rorida.

"It gives them a chance to giv
TSU the hype feeling and (it's)

practice for communication majors wh
enjoy that type of work.

This addition to the campus
gives students an impression thai

See"Campus" on Page 18
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Pearl Harbor, Planet of the Apes, and Sequels
lead the list of movies to see this summer
ance of the "The Rock" as

dead, (can you feel the drama already?) It

"The Scorpion King." This

stars Ben Affleck, Josh Hartnett ("The
Virgin Suicides") and Cuba Gooding Jr.
The attack is on Memorial Day 2001.

one will be resurrected in

theaters on May 4th.
Shrek - Those CG anima

tion guys have gone and
done it again. From the
folks who gave you "Antz"
now comes the story of a
hideous green monster on a
quest with his donkey
friend to save his home

from a sinister prince, slay a

dragon along the way, and
save a beautiful princess. It
also pokes fun at some of
Disney's most adored cre-

^

ations. With the voices of
Mike
Myers,
Eddie
Murphy, and.Cameron Diaz
("Charlie's Angels") this
one is sure to have fans

By AJan C. Beard
Sports Editor

amazed by its look and hilarious charac

director Steven Speilberg. The world in

blackmails a master computer hacker
Hugh Jackman (Wolverine from "XMen",) who has just gotten out of jail
into helping him steal six-billion dollars
of unused government funds. Travolta's
partner in crime is hone other than the
irresistible Halle Berry. It breaks into

the 21st century depends on computers
with artificial intelligence to maintain
our way of life. The story centers on a

theaters on June 8th.
Doctor DoUttle 2 - The doc who can

robot boy and the journey he makes
toward becoming . .. something more. It
stars Jude Law ("The Talented Mr.

Ripley", "Enemy at the Gates") and
Haley Joel Osment ("The Sixth Sense")
as the robot boy. It will be in theaters on
June 29th.

speak to animals is back for another
adventure. This time he must save an

endangered Pacific Western bear from
becoming extinct. It's Eddie Murphy at
his finest and anything can happen
(knowing Eddie I should say will hap

ters. Look for it at a theater near you on

pen) as he tries to find a mate for the
bear. The film also stars Kevin Pollack

Pearl Harbor - This is the most

A.I. - This was to be Stanley
Kubrick's ("Eyes Wide Shut") next pro
ject before his death. Luckily his vision
did not get pushed under the rug. Instead
it has been reborn through the eyes of

one of the world's most feared men. He

May 18th.

Everyone knows the summer is the
time for the blockbuster movie. (You

Swordfish - This film has all the

right ingredients with John Travolta as

looking for you on June 15th.

Kiss of the Dragon - This film is
written by Luc Besson ("The Fifth
Element") and stars martial arts sensa

tion Jet Li. The plot involves a Chinese
intelligence officer who goes to Paris on
assignment and becomes entangled in a

"The Usual Suspects", Jeffrey Jones
"The Devil's Advocate" and rapper Lil

anticipaxed film of tbe summer. Vm sure Zane. Tbe doctor will be in the bouse
you've seen the breathtaking trailer starting June 8tb.
somewhere now. If the film is on the
Tomb Raider - Lara Croft long
same level, then fans will get more than

Vmow the shoot'em up bang-bang ftlms
that we love to pay for) "We'll this sum

mer is no exception. This years releases
look to be the best ever. There are also a

their money is worth. The film is set admired on game consoles is about to

lot of sequels hitting theaters this sum
mer. If you don't want to be one
of those people who hear about
the tight movies and don't see
them, then here are the films
worth standing in long lines to
see this summer at a theater near
you.

Driven - This film kicks off

PHOTO COURTESY OF 20TH CENTURY FOX

the summer early opening on

The apes will seek to rule the plan

April 27th. It's about a young

et on July 27th

CART racer who begins to lose

deadly conspiracy. It hits theaters on July

his edge so a retired pro is
recruited to help him find it
again. It stars Sylvester Stallone
and Kip Pardue (you will recog

6th.

Scary Movie 2 - They've gone and
done it again. Marlon and Shawn Wayans
return in the sequel to last summers sur
prise hit. This time the film's focus is a
year after Doofy Gilmore killed all those

nize him from the film
"Remember the Titans" where he

played

the

quarterback

Sunshine). It also stars Hurt

Reynolds and the sexy Gina
Gershon ("Face Off").
PHOTO COURTESY OF TOUCHSTONE PICTURES

The Mummy Returns -This

attack is onwhen "Pearl Harbor" opens on Memorial Day 2001

is the first of many sequels com

ing your way this summer. This follow-

up to the summer 1999 blockbuster will
once again pit Brendan Eraser and

against the backdrop of the infamous
attack during WW2. (think "Titanic"
with more explosions) A man goes off to

Rachel Weisz against his cryptness. This

fight and he is believed to be killed.

timethough his brideAnuk-su-na-mun is
along for the ride. Fans of wrestling will
flock to this one, thanks to the appear-

find solace with one another and fall in

While away his girlfriend and best friend
love. The only thing is, my man isn't

take over the big screen. Angelina Jolie
stars as Croft who is the daughter of a
wealthy British lord traveling the world
collecting ancient treasures. Who knows
what dangers lie in her path? Could it be
lions, tigers, and bears? (you've played
the game) Oh my! Lara Croft comes

dumb teenagers. Now a new killer has
popped up to kill Cindy and some more
dumb teens. Cindy thinks its the man she

accidentally killed, but other people
think it is Doofy's girlfriend, Gail
Hailstorm. Can't wait to see how they
explain Cindy being alive, after she was
hit by a car at the end of the first film and
thrown up to the stars. Older brother
Keenan will direct the sequel that hits

See "Sequels" on page 14
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From Where I Chilled: It's been real, TSU
people have made my
days working with

one like you for as long as I live. So
it's very important that we keep in

iHeter, so happy that it

touch.

Sparkle Davis

is going be hard to say
good-bye. 1 never knew

Finally, to my best friend Regan,
we have been through so much togeth

this summer

that

make

er that it's unreal. I loved every

Continued from page 13

Arts &

friends with people who
are so dear to my heart.

moment that we've been together.
From freshman year until now, I know
that God brought us together because
we are two special people. I never had
a friend like you and 1 probably will
never meet anyone else like you. If it
weren't for you, I never would have
joined
^Rcter staff. You always
seemed to know what was good for
me and what's not. Regan, Lknow you
will succeed in life and I hope that we,
will never forget one another because
I love you like a sister and you will
always hold a special place, in my

Entertainment

I

would

To Alan,

Editor,
1999-2001

1 know

that you will be a great
A&E editor next year.
You are so multi-talent

ed! Please keep your
comedic sense of humor

As this year begins to come to a
close, I look back and remember the

first day that I set foot in Idjc M^tev
office. A young freshman, with no
previous newspaper experience hop
ing to gain a position as a writer to
form the stepping ground for my
career path. I did not like it at first
because everyone had known each
other before hand and they were upper
class students. I did not write much

my first year as a news writer, but
going into my sophomore year, I was
picked to write for Arts and
Entertainment. This position meant
the world to me. From this moment on

I grew to love V^l)t ^Hetcr andthe peo
ple that 1 have worked with.
People juat (Ju nol lindcrslaud

how

Sequels and thrills

and good luck next year.
To Tre', I will miss your sarcasm
and wittiness. I know you will do well
next year and in life because you are
always focused. I will miss you dearlyHillary, good luck in
To
Midland,Texas and I hope you will
meet the right guy someday because
you have a lot going for you. Take
care and I hope to see you again.
To Mia, my confidant and
comedic companion. I will treasure all
the times that we have spent together.
Mia, you are an inspiration to me. I
have always looked up to you and
admired you because you are so
strong willed and have never (to my
knowledge) let anyone bring you

^ilcter has helped me. There down. I just want to thank you, for

were many times where I thought of
transferring schools, but because of
my long term friendships with the
people on the staff it was difficult to
say good-bye. If it were not for Tre,
Hillary, Sonja, Mia, Alan, and my best
friend Regan, I would probably be
home in Atlanta at some school. These

being my friend these past four years
and wish you luck in all your future

endeavors.

To Sonja, my second mom, you
have always been there for me and I
will never forget all our heart-to-heart
talks about certain people (men) and

heart.

For my staff writers, I thank you
for everything that you have done for
me this year. I know that 1 haven't
been there for you all as much as I
would have liked to, but 1 know that

Alan will take you guys to that next
level. I wish you all much success in
the future.

Ms. Foster, thank you for being
the pain that you can sometimes be
but you're so special to me. You are
the only one (besides myself ) that

tried to make sure that I get a job
when I graduate. I will miss you dear
ly next year hope that I, will see you
again in the future.
As for me, I have enjoyed myself
these past four years and 1 look for
ward to the next chapter in my life. I
will miss TSU and what it has done
for me. •

all the other stuff.

1 know that 1 will never meet any

will not be scarce

theaters on July 4th.

Jurassic Park III - They're back! This

sequel is son of a prequel taking place before the
events in the "Jurassic Park II :L<.>si World." The

plot is that a rich playboy paraelider goes off
course and crash lands on Isla Soma. (a.k.a.

Dinosaur Island) Dr. Grant (Sam Neill from the
first film; is asked to lead a rescue mission to
retrieve him. but then the plane carrying the res
cue team crashes. Soon they will be the ones who
need rescuing from something far more danger
ous. This one takes a bite out of theatere on July
3rd.

Planet of the Apes - This remake of the 60's
sci-fi classic is one of the sununers most antici

pated. Starring Mark Whalberg and directed by
Tim Burton who is a genius with this son of genre,
the plot focuses on an astronaut who goes on an
expedition to fmd a missing siarship and crashes
on a planet where sentient Apes rule and the
humans are mule slaves. Ltx)k for Michael Clarke

Duncan

{"The

Green

Mile").

Tint

Roth

{"Hoodltuns"). Helena Bonham Carter {"Fight
CInh"). and George Clooney as furry Apes in the

film. This one .seeks to mle the planet on July
27th.

Rush Hour II - Detective Carter and ,

Inspector Lee are back and this time entangled in |
a criminni conspiracy mvolving a deadly Triad |

From Houg Kong, Los Angeles, and even Vegas. !
They will stop at ooihing to get the world s most
feared gangster. It stars Chris Tucker. Jackie Chan,
Don Cheadle ("Traffic"), John Lone ("The Last

Emperor"), and Ziyi Zhang {"Crouching Tiger.
Hidden Dragon"). Jt rushes into theaters late this
summer on August 3rd.

Jleteris now accepting
applications for all positions.

American Pie 2 - The gangs all back at a lake
shore house in Michigan during their first .summer

break from college. Jim (Jason Biggs) though
must huny to prepare for the arrival of another

guest, Nadia (Shannon Elizabeth). You can get
anotherslice starting August lOih.

Interested students may attend an
interest meeting on May 2,2001 at 5

p.m. in

jileter office

(Kean Hall, Suite 304).

Well folks here they are! You shouldn't hav?
a problem finding something to go see al the

movies this summer. They're spread out pretty
evenly, so you shouldnT have a dull weekend.

Please remember release dates are subject to
change so please check with the theaters before
you go. For a complete list of all this summer's
movies you can visit darkhcOTZons.com. Kick it

hard, please be safe, and TU see you at the
movies.*
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m e t e r minute:

the album entitled "Acoustic SouT' featuring the hit sin
gles " Vuleo" and "Brown Skin even came about, there
were various events and achievements of her past that
induced her to develop her career as a singer.

She's not the average girl
India Arie

India's love and soulful attachment to music was

6y Brooke Weathersbee

profoundly evident. Even as a young girl growing up in

''ts and Enteriaiiiment Writer

Denver. Colorado, she was fascinated in the ininuiable

She's not the average girl from your video andjust
?y reading those words you should know who Vm taik-

)ig about 25-ye;ir-oId India Arie, blows up the spot
/ith a conglomeration of styles that remind you of
I'kah Badu, Jill Scott, and Lauren Hill. They are
tensely powerful women in the R&B realm. And for

ie to exemplify all three you can be certain she's on

jier way to the top.
Just as her lyrics suggest, of the song entitled

['Wifeo", she's not the typical light-skinned, longhaired,
^6-24-36, type female, we as the viewing body see on
ilevisiojt. Being the contrasting object in the midst of
te norm, brings more exclusive attention and also a satsfying divei-se addition to the seen of black stars. With

pr mellow enriched voice she provokes her listeners to
Shill, relax, and take it all in.

Surely she receives much tutelage from adoring
fans young and old, because her style is so universal,

^peaking of, she is signed to Universal Records and
:eived help from co-producers Blue Miller. Mark
latson, Carlos "Six July" Broady, and Boh Powers ail

fo-wrote with her, resulting in a vibe that's unniisiak-

and substantial ways in which music can be produced.
Arie eventually took up .sax, baritone clarinet. French
hom, trumpet, and also sung in the choir. It wasn't until
she found her self at Savannah College of .Art and
Design taking up the guitar and studying jewelry mak
ing. that she fell in love with the guitar.
Arie had a deep passion of writing songs and the
accompaniment of" the guitar made her inspirational
style cotnplete. Arie states in her biography: "It was the
fii^t instrument I played that 1 could sing with. At a
party. 1 was playing a song that I wrote about my moth
er, and at some point. I wasn't even iltinking about what
the next word or note wa.s going to sound like. The rtwm
got really bright, like someone had turned up the lights.
At that moment, 1 knew that a dream was coming true."
With the support of her family, and the examples of
.such artist as Stevie Wonder, Donny Hathaway, James
Taylor. Bonnie Raitt, Oleia Adams, Vince Gill, and
George Benson who are sitiger-songwriters such as her
self. Arie has been suiroundsd with encouragement and
faith in her abilities. Aiding in founding artists and
working with top officials in the industry that she trust
ed, India Arie was well on her way with conditions to

ri-lOTO COLTttESV Or KWAKL ALSrt.>\ & .XliC.H AbL BEN.ABIB

such fH^stige and confidence and vowing to love herself
uncondirionaily makes her most definitely a queefl. •

Makea difference mthe lifeofa childand you
make a difference in our future. At the St

Louis PublicSchool District, our employees

hnw nan you keep a kid off drugs?

HwHr togetherto foster a teaming environ
ment that encourages high achievement and
preparesourstudentsfortoday's- andtomorrow's challenges. Not only do we offer simulating, fulfiiling
opportunities in educ^n, but In many other fields and
supportservicesas well. Fora complete and currentlisting of
our available positions, visit our web site at www.slp8.org. Working
togetherl Making progressi Making a difference in ourfuture, onechild at a time.

TEACHER HIRING FAIR

The truth is, a little of your time can make a lifetime of difference. Because
kidswith something to do are less likely to do drugs. You can help. Formore
information on drug prevention programs in yourcommunity, call or visit;

2001-2002 school year
9:00 a.m.-1:30 p.m.
Saturday, April 28, 2001
Gateway Educational Complex

1 877 KIDS 313

www.youcanhelpkids.org

1200 N. Jefferson Avenue

St. Louis, MO

onicc of National Drug Control Policy

Candidatesshouldbringtranscriptsand proofofcertification tothefair. Counselors, psychological examiners,
speech therapists, librarians and substitute teachers are also needed. Tentative joboffers, pending record
checks,will be madetothemostpromising candidates. Ifqualified, candidates will behired forthe2001 - 2002
schoolyear.(If thecandidale isavailable, intent to hireofferscan be made to finish the current school year.)
The District offersan excellent salaryand benefits package thatindudes p^d health, derrtal. vision and term
life insurance, tuition reimbursement (through the Parsons-Blevritt Memorial Fund) and retirement plan. St
LouisPublicSchools-helpusmakeadifferenceinourfuture. Formoreinformation, please caiI314-345-2295.
If unable toattend ourHiring Fair, youmaycontactus at Human ResourceDivision, 801N11th Sffeet, St
Louis, MO63101. EOE

See youat thefair!
S
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Keepin It Real
2Pac: Wanted Dead or Alive?
it could stand for 11-5 which was the

hiBy Jamarran E^mU Moss
and Entertainment Writer

album release date for Makaveli. A bibli

cal Ezekicl theor>' exists suggesting that

A prqjbet of God, ridiculous, only a
false prophet would call feraaics.
thea leU them to keep their

survive. No one believed F^nmer wtjea

be trkd to turn hard-core, so why should
I belie\'e 2Pac'^ How inaiy tt»gs in jad

^Vegas, Nevada. TTiis '"fact" was well-

have"Thug Life" tattooed on their ch«t?
Nas<Kndi "Thug life, we don't celebrateit

I laken until after his deatli, 2Pac had a

Ain'r Mad

we live jt"

Al Ya") . changed his name to Makaveli
(an Italian strategist who advocated fak

How many thugs in jail giorify that
thev are a thug? I guess everybody who
wears Pure Players are players according
to that logic. I think Kit-Rat sakl it the
best when rhey said "Ginimie a breakl"

ing one's death to elude enemies), he had
a picture mimicking Jesus Christ's cruci
fixion. and what did Jesus do after he
died? He rose from the dead.

I know 2Pac was supposedly demo-

Tupac was obviously using a bibli-

nizeJ by the news media, but the media
only worked with what 2Pac gave them.
No one told 2Pac to spit at reporters, flick
off cameras, or flash guns in videos. B"
you live by the gun, then what do you die

cal allusion referring to the death of 2pac,

^iid a rebirth as Makaveli. One of

^hakur's albums is entitled "The Don

^iiUuminafi: Tlie 7day theory" and in his

years as 2pac several numerical coin-

by? No matter what media ooes irue char
acter always shines through. Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. said "Truth crushed to tiic
earth shall rise again."

®*^idences include 7. Let me briefly
xplorc a few of the coincidences includg'the number 7.
Tupac Shakur was shot on
cptember 7th. and survived the 7th
ugh the 13th (Friday the I3th) in
he

It is rumored that 2Pac has been

^tted In the Bahamas. Cuba, and
(CNN-Headline news reports confinn

was announced deceased.

this). Federal law states that if a person

2Pac's age at death was 25, f2 + 5 = 7).

fakes hi.s own death, and it cannot be

Iiis time of death was 4:03 (4 + 3 = 7).

2Pac's badge number in the movie Gang
Related is "U5" which added up eqitals
7, and if you break up the badge number

a fool with Digital Uadeigrocad,

Tbugs are, as Coqudqq pot h, lost
men in disguise on the streets with noth
ing to lc«e. doing everything they want to

^hakur was allegedly murdered in Las

which

and

then becmne a chsg-

Tupac Amaru Shaicur. the man- the
tiie legend. Weil, hardly a legend.
ut 2Pao is a man of many unaswered
uestions and myths. In 1996. Tupac

I video foretelling his death

a character then a^c^ting to live A
life. Credibility is bsr when you

PHOTO COCSTETj' of =xcnc.co\i

Was Tupac Shakur a prophet ?

proven in ten years chat, that individuaJ if
still alive, will te free of further prosecBtkm,

j_Tupac was a prophet because his

heads up.
The main arguments I get from 21*30
fans for the reason why they like him so

day. Must we make him the Black Eivh?

verses which add and subtract to

much are; "He was

class is

I know many mysteries have gone

equal 7 could translate to Shakur as
apropheL That is clever, but 2pac,
a prophet?
That is hardly unlikely especially
.^aisidering that the number 7 was
a holy number thousands of years
before his birth. Any biblical allnsion using 7 is feeble because God

being taught about him at Cal -Berkefej
and "His lyxics are considered poetry."
All throughout 2Pac's life he was a

unsolved and it's odd that on 2Pac's

character's name in the film **Gang
Related"

is Ezekiel. And certain

established that number as holy.

If you do not believe me, just think
which day did God rest after creat
ing the worid? The 7th, thank \h3uI
A tnie prophet is someone selected
by God to foresee events of die
future. If ZPac is any type of a
prophet it is a false prophet, and
how do you d^ct a false prophet?
You can delect a fabe prophet in
two ways I) By the substance of
their fruiL«; and 2) If they do not
PHOTO coUfTTESY OF D(crre.coM jH^ophesies in the name of Jesus

fcppe^ actor, and poet2Pac in deepthought L'hrist.

confused soul,

real",

from "/ C/own Arcwid

if 2Pac is dead, he is dead, if he is

aKve, he is alive and he will reium ose

grearesthits CD oo tfae song. "God Blejs
the Dead" 2Pac says rest in peac£ to
Biggie Smalls. I know his autopsyphotos
look fake, 1 know on. Zpac's song

when I Hang Around -wiik the
Underground", to "Dear Mama", to Hard to Find" he says, "F heard a rumor
i died, murdered in ctHd Mood
"Toss ii Up', ^America's Most
to his laiest single "Until ^}:e End of lizfd. Pictures of me in my fuuil sages,
Time." Basically 2Pac went from a you know mom cnedy but ths was fiC'
clown, after the movie "Juke" to a' rtctfs..." 2Pac Is coQstdered die
"thug", to crying in Jail to his mother, to per. but whose realitv washe keeping?
The raf^ier, the acioc, the ^mc ibe
a hard-core "thug" once moreYes we all go through mixed emo- pdilicai activTsi, the poet, wtocii oik?
One cannot be hot and cold at the saiae
tioos and ups and downs, bar his
tune. That s called warm Black cacetS
are oiymoion's. Once ytM] here one posi
tive song, he cancels it out whh a vulgar exist in the col^ff white or it ons gray,
negative song. Maybe many numbers and positive cannot exist oo the same
concerning him add up to 7. but the plain as negative for
is ca&d sihaky
aspects of his life do not add up to bemg or confused. Bin I wish secicSy wo4»id
real. R.E.A.L meaning as KRS-ONE pot
up it's mi«L do
2Pac
il Rhymes Equal .Aaual Life, if voo are dead <*• aliyc?

real you are truero yoer self.'bocadopting
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iger Woods wins "The Masters

ff

IFor second time in short career

Campus Radio opens a new
multimedia era
Continued from Page 13

I'm not so sure there's something you cotild

compare it with, certainly in modem golf,"

Thomas Thorps

David Duval told ESPN.com.

•arts Writer

Woods won by shooting 66-68-68 in

ihis world to a place where no young man has

the final three rounds after a first round 70. He
took the lead with a birdie at the 1ith. Duval

•>een

before. Woods has won four straight

caught Woods twice, the last time with a birdie

lajor championships. He has not only set his-

at No. 15. Duval later had two opportunities to

Tiger Woods has once again taken

iory by winning titles in all four majors, but he catch Woods with birdie putts on No's 17 and
finished The Masters in Augusta, GA with a
jrand Slam. Not even Jack Nicklaus. Woods'

Jdol, held the titles of all four majors at one
le.

Nicklaus missed his only opportunity

}o do so in 1972. The only person to ever get a
jrand Slam in golf is Bobby Jones, who won

|heU.S. Open. U.S. Amateur, British Open and
British Amateur in 1930.

Woods' performance in Augusta was

pimply breathtaking and Jordan-esque. Tiger

18, but he missed both times.

Woods' four straight titles consist of a
win at the U.S. Open, St. Andrews, the PGA

Championship and finally the greatest of them
all a victory at the Augusta Nationals. "I have
a better appreciation for winning a major

championship. To win four of succession, it's
hard to believe. 1 don't think I've ever accom

plished anything this great," said Woods in an
interview posted on espn.com.
As the tournament came to a close,

money is being used to benefitthe student body.
"I think it's about time for the radio station to be heard because I have

always wanted to hear who was on there," said Jonica Armstrong, asopho
more from Cincinnati, Ohio. "I like what I hear and I give it an A plus.

The screen that appears on Channel 99 states the name ofthe radio sta
tion, what AM station you can tune in to and important announcements
periodically come across the screen.

This is just ofone ofmany additions to come for the following years
at Tennessee State University. Final stages are in progress to finish

installing AM transmitters in the donns and the Floyd-Payne Campus
Center. When thetransmitters are complete, students and community cit
izens can turn their stereos to 580 AM and find a clearer reception thanin
the past.

Since some television sets are not able to receive channel 99. theWeb
also is available. On the Web "at www.nibblebox.com, students can click
on "TSU Live Campus Radio."

-The radio station also will provide students with anumber tocall (9631582) to announce information concerning latest news and events.*

applauding rang out from the crowd. Woods'
:ompared to the likes of Michael Jordan or Joe eyes filled with tears of joy. One can only
)iMaggio's 56-game hitting streak. "1 don't describe this sight and his overall dominant
low what you would compare it to, because performance as simply magnificent.*
/cods' sheer dominance of golf can truly be

Register Now for

Early

Intensive Summer

Registration for

Spanish Classes

Fall 2001 will

101-102!!!

end on July 15

For more information

Payment

contact Dr. Rucda-Garcia

Deadline:

at 963-5641

August 9
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Up on Deck

I A/BA Playoffs will be fun to watch
Think abcmt it!

^Alan C.
Beard

Sports
Editor

Sure this year the Los Angeles
Lakere had there ups and downs during
the regular season. Butso did theChicago
Bulls, when they were on their quest to

aside and Take the journey with our

favorite teams, praying tltey "Aill make it
to riie NBA Finals. Last year we ail

has added fuel

to the fire of

the east race,
with the return

again be the best in the West.

the

story all together. You have the fan
favorite and number one seeded,
Philadelphia 76ers. who are anchored by
soon-to-be named league MVP Allen
Iverson. Then you have the number two

of

Mourning

These are the.

three teams iiil
the

east

that

have the

best,

shot at facing
the Lakers in
NB.A
But

w-air folks, are

you
kidding
this is the play
offs and any
thing is bound
to
happen.
Philly
faces
PHOTO COLimiSV OF EX

Indiana in the

first round and Will the league MVP also be NBA champion?

I shortened 1999-2{X)0 season "boot-

you ah know

Ilegged"!

Reggie don't pWy ixi

Portland has seriously fallen off,

_^acramenio might have a shot next
fear, and Utah, forget about it! Tlie
^nly real threat to the Lakers second
raight title appearance, will be themieives. Don't get rae wrongpersi

3'd love to see someone beat them,

"layoffs, the coach makes all the dif-

to

lineup,!

Finals.

taJents of Shaquilie O'Neal and Kobe
Bryant into a championship combo.
Many are speculating that the San
Antonio Spurs will finally quiet their,
critics and earn rhe championship.
This time they would do it after going
i through a grueling 82-game season
; and not a 52-game cake walk. (Phil
Jackson dubbed their win during the

^amed anything from last

Alonzo

the

watched as PliiJ Jackson meshed fhe^

ggk'on't let my feelings deter ray comLion sense though. They have the best
each in the league. And if you

three

repeal as champions, the first time
around. The story-line is all too familiar
and that is why the Lakers, will once
The Eastern Conference is another

This is rhe time of year that basket
ball fans thirst for. We push even'tJiing

Number

seeded Miami,

-

PHOTO COtJRTE.^Y OF EXC1TE.CO.M

Kobe's Lakers repeat?

rence between a W (that's win) or an L
:hat's loss). Portland blew a 15-poini

sharpshooter in the league in Ray Allen

urth quarter lead due to poor coaching.

and the "Big Dog" Glenn Robinson.

seeded Milwaukee Bucks, with the best

East. He's not much of an affensive thre,

PLAYOFFS'.

"cmx Ley, Lc cscn

If aasvow

Milwaukee goes up against the Orlando
Magic and Tracey McGrady and crew are
no pushovers. Miami has the toughest
first round opponent because at a sixth-

upset the Sixers it would have to

seed Charlotte is down right scary.

you knew ilie Bulls were going to b

Believe that!

there. Their journey was lB;e a suspeo
thriller and every opponent they

. New York and Toronto making it to

the playoffs is like an Oscar nomination
they're just happy to have gotten here.
Bottom line people. Iverson will win
the MVT. But if he falls shori of a finals

appearance, he won't win it again, until

Milwaukee, (right now my mind is
ing tricks on me")
It's not like the good oT days whe;

just added to the drama. Now it's ail
tor grabs. I liked it better the old way.
There will be one Itngering questioi
on the minds of all fans this i»st-sc
When the champion is crowned and

he looks like he can lead his team to the

dust has cleared, we'll all still be wo

ring. With the acquisition of Dikembe
Muionibo the 76ers are ray pick in its

ing if. "His Aimess" is about to
»
'

-

Vancouver Grizzlies and Charlotte Hornets look to move their NBA teams to Memphis
By Thomas Thorps
Sports Writer

Memphis, Tennessee has just been
put on the map. Memphis has the oppor
tunity to receive its first professional team
ever.

The city ofMemphis has their choice

gain support for a new arena in Charlotte,

group of investors with Vancouver ties

It seems that the abrupt speculation of the
move to Memphis has caused a bit of a

are set to make an offer to buy the team
from owner Michael Heisley. However

Even though Memphis has gotten
over the first big hurdle, they still have a
long way to go. "Wehave gotten over the
first big hurdle, now it is incumbent on
the citizens of Memphis to get behind this

the investors are still in the process of

effort and show that they fully support the

that the sudden bid by the Charlotte
Hornets, was simply a possible attempt to

distraction among the two teams.
"It's been a bit of a distraction" con

ceded Tony Massenburg forward/center
for the Vancouver Grizzlies. "To say we
don't care is totally false. We're supposed

between the Vancouver Grizzlies and the to be professionals and we're supposed to
Charlotte Hornets, whoever makes the be able to focus on what goes on the floor.

There are those who really don't
want to see the Grizzlies leave Canada. A

completing the consortium structure building of a new arena," said J.R. Hyde
beforemaking it's offerto Heisley to buy in, founder of Auto Zone and the man
the team.

leading the local investor group, accord

The city of Memphis plans to use
Federal Express as a financial crutch.

ing to a recent news confereace.

With Federal Express as a corporate

of which team is moving to Memphis has

So far nothings fmal and the decision

highest bid.

At the same time, we are human and we sponsor, the people of Memphis feel that yet to be made.
Before the recent hoopla over these hear things and people are constantly ask they are more than likely to fill the
At least the folks of Memphis can
two teams, Memphis was only known for ing questions. Sometimes, it gets a little 20,(KX)-seat Pyramid in the first two years say that they, honestly gave a solid effort

Elvis Presley, Beale Street, and Sipping
on Syrup. There have been some reports

difficult to deal with," Massenburg con

before the team moves into a new down

tinued according to Vancoversun.com.

town arena.

at obtaining something that they can call
their own."
|
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Homecoming

Preview of TSU Foothall for
Fall 2001
since Mississippi Valley State is a I
ly Marcus Norris
md Paul Cameron

Sports Writers
With this school year quickly comng to a close, all minds seem to be
boused on two things, finishing off on

school rich in football tradition (Jerry J
Rice is im alumni), and their fans will

come to kick it hard. Maybe this game ^
will provide a little initiative for some ]
of our graduating seniors to retum for "i

homecoming since it should be espe- |
daily crunk.

\

"This should bring a lot of school i

i good note and anticipating the new
chool year. Aside from the usual anxi
ety about new classes, the one almost
jveryone will have their minds on next

spirit back to homecoming." says senior j

all is football. More specifically
fennessee State Ifniversity tiger foot3al!. I mean who really cares all that
Tiuch about academics anyway?

This should bring it back up."

Now our tigers aren't coming off
)ne of their best seasons in history. In
act last sea.son's record would lead

many to believe tliatthere should be no
nterest in the football squad. But the
new season does offer some hope. After
ill, last years team had a lot to over
come, a new head coach, a roster

lepleted of seniors from the previous
?eason's championship squad. Now
ifter a year of learning through experi;nce, the tigers find themselves in a
anique position.
They now have a chance to put it
lU back together for a return to greatless only two years removed from
3ack-to-back Ohio Valley Conference
rharapionships.
Well it all begins on Sept. 2 when
'Alabama A&M comes to town in the

eason opener at Adelpliia Coliseum,
['his game could prove to be a measurng stick for the Tigers since Alabama
^&M is coming off of a 7-4 season
A'here they finished ranked seventh
rraong HBCU football teams. The
igers. who finished considerably
tvorse, can get a good jump out of the
2ates with a convincing win at home
>ver a team of this caliber.
The 2001-2002 Tennessee Stale

Jniversity football schedule will also
eature a game against Howard
Jniversity at the Circle City Classic in
ndianapolis. This will be good for the
ilumni who want to see TSU play more
iBCU's according to Coach James
leese. Another game fans should circle
their calendar is the (date goes here)
lomecoming game against Mississippi
Valley State. This will be Ihe first time
n recent history that the Tigers have
3!ayed another HBCU at homecoming,
sxpect homecoming to be extra hype

2001 is

October 13

Whitney Cunningham. "Last years was j
the firsl time since I've been here that \
homecoming attendance was down. -!

|

There are other nice match-ups for j

the tigers, the classic OVC schedule of i

course, but there's more to it than just |
who we play. After all this is football, i
and it's played during the first sports.j

season ofthe school year. The way the ;l
team sets it off. has a lot to do with •

determining the atmosphere of the j|
school for the remainder of the year. ]

For all you

Simply put the football season is"^
responsible for the level of school spiritJl

for the year. It may sound like a lot ofg

responsibility, but I believe that they,^

can handle it.

The schedule is going to be toughlj

Graduating

all year long. Coach Reese feels if theri
players do what they need to do they i
will be successful.

:

The TSU tiger football team has
shown great improvement throughout
the spring on both offense and defense.
They are ready to prove they can again
be competitive in the Ohio Valley

,
i
•
;
I

Seniors!!

Conference, which they dominated not i
to long ago. The TSU gridiron warriors i
still proudly sport their championship 1

rings around campus. Hoping to add j
more hardware to their collection. The ^

tigers are looking forward to taking Uie j
field at Adelphia Coliseum this fall.
i

Tlie strategy for a winning season,.]
according to Coach Reese is to "carry.]
on like its business as usual" and "to |
play responsibly.'' Hopefully TSU will

Beat

have yet another ring for our gridironwarriors to wear.*

Mississippi

Valley State!
.
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NFL Draft #1 Pick Michael Vick goes to Atlanta Falcons
Dwight. Apparently the thrill was gone nerback Samari RoUe and wide reciever last years departure of Keyshawn
from the Chargers/Vick relationship once Derrick Mason. The only significant Johnson, and now this year's loss of
Vick's agent began insisting on a $15 acqusition they made in the draft was starter Dedric Ward.
million signing bonus for the 20 yearold comerback Andre Dyson out of the Univ.
Other players to look for in the long
rookie.
The
Falcons
had
no
problem
of
Utah,
brother
of
current
Titan
Kevin
run
are comerback Fred Smoot out of
The National Football League's
picking
up
the
tab
and
quickly
jumped
at
"One-Yard-Short"
Dyson,
taken
in
the
Mississippi
State, taken with the 45th
annual draft hascome andgone, raising a

By Marcus Norris
Sports Writer

few eyebrows along the way. For the oppurtunity to nab the young phenom
instance, the pro scouts consensus num
ber one pick did in fact land in the num

ber one spot, albeit 3000 miles away
from the projected city. Also, an owner

rookie quaterback.

But wait...there's more! Although
they gave up on the chance to gain a one
in a kind athlete like Vick, the Chargers
may have made out like theives in this
trade. By trad
ing the number
one pick they
were

able

to

land the top
running back in
the

draft

second round.

Some players who look to have an
immediate impact on their teams are
guys like defensive end Andre Carter out
of California, taken seventh by the San
Francisco 49ers, wide reciever David

Terrell out of Michigan, taken 8th by the
Chicago Bears, and wide reciever
Santana Moss from the Univ. of Miami

(Fla.).

Carter may just be the best defensive
player in the draft and looks to find
immediate playing time on the 49er's

L a D a n i a n

defensive front.

Tomlinson out
Texas

Terrell may just be the perfect com
plement to All-Pro wide reciever Marcus

C h r i s t i a n

Robinson, and could create a tandem that

University, the

is among the best in the league.
Moss, no relation to Randy Moss,
will have to step in immediately due to

of

second

best

quarterback in

pick by the Washington Redskins,
quaterback Marques Tuiasosopo fom the
Univ. of Wasington, taken with the the
59th pick by the Oakland Raiders, and
running back James Jackson from the
Univ. of Miami, taken 65th by the
Cleveland Browns. All are quality play
ers who were bargains at where they
were picked.
There may not have been too many
high caliber players taken in this years
draft aside from Vick. There was, howev

er, a nice crop of quality players, who
with enough hard work, may be able to
carve out a niche for themselves in the

league."

the draft. Drew
Brees

out

of

Don't lug

Purdue, and a

proven
reciever

wide
with

incredible

speed
in
Dwight,
aka
"Dwight
Lightning".
The draft may
have
began
with Vick, but
his wasn't the

only story of
the day. In one
of

the

more

confusing
PHOTO COURTESY OF MICHAEL VtCK.COM

NFL Draft 2001 #1 pick MichaelVick
known for being a control addict, may
have outdone himself with the selection

of two players which drew professional
criticism from all angles. Overall, the
2001 NFL draft was...welL.just like
every other draft in NFL history.
The biggest move in the draft hap

pened only hours before the draft started.
The San Diego Chargers, who had the

first pick, had pretty much been engaged
to Virginia Tech quarteback Michael
Vick in the weeks leading up until the
draft. So it was rather suprising when it
was annonced that the Chargers had trad
ed the number one pick in the draft to the
Atlanta Falcons in exchange for the fifth

pick in the draft, a future number one
pick, and the rights to wide reciever Tim

moves of the

day,
Dallas
Cowboy
owner

if home
this summer!
Store your stuff at Shurgard and get...
["oiiE"M6NTH FREEl"j
I

Bring this coupon to the participating Shurgard Storage Center locations and

•

B

get ONE MONTH FREE when you pre-pay for three additional months!

•

and

general manager Jerry Jones, decided to
use his team's first pick, the 53rd of the
draft, on quarterback Quincy Carter out
of the University of Georgia. Not taking
anything away from Carter, but most
scouts had predicted him still being
available 4 to 5 rounds later. This move

was largely regarded as the most dumb
founding event of the draft. In a poll
taken on ESPN, fifty-seven percent of
those polled foun it to be a wasted pick.
Go Cowboys!
Tennessee Titan fans need only to
know that they made the majority of
their moves prior to the draft, acqiring
All-Pro defensive end Kevin Carter from

the St. Louis Rams, and resigning cor-

X SHURGARD^
1^

STORAGE

I

Unil siiB subjucl !o availability. New customers only. Not valid with any other ofTer. Coupon expires 6/30/2001.

This offer good only at the following Shurgard Storage Center locations:
AKPOn

MICKOIY
HOLiOW

Bel Rood

MURFREESBORO ROAD

HICKORY HOLLOW

RIVERGATE: 851-2500

361-1000

731-1331

2360 Gallatin Pike North

2156 Murfreesboro Rd.

5251 Mountain \^ew Rd.

near Nashboro Village

www,slHjrgard.coni
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2001 Tigers Football Schedule
9/1/01

Alabama A&M

Nashville, TN

(John A. Merritt Classic)
9/8/01

OPEN

9/15/01

ackson State

Memphis, TN
outhem Heritage Classic)

9/22/01

Atlanta, GA

9/29/01

Nashville, TN

10/06/01

Indianapolis, IN
(Circle City Classic)

10/13/01

lississippi Valley State Nashville, TN
(Homecoming 2001)

10/20/01

UT-

Nashville, TN

10/27/01

Eastern lllinoi

Charleston, IE

11/3/01

Murray State

Nashville, TN

11/10/01

Tennessee Tech

Cookeville, TN

11/17/01

Eastern Kentucky

Richmond, KY

4
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Green's death ruled an accident instead of a hazing violation
Continued from Page 1

Fifth District Assistant Area Rep. Walter
E. Hester said that the new Omega men
were very excited and "got a little loose"
when they returned to campus to cele

The "Mighty" Rho Psi

brate.

The Rho Psi chapter of Omega Psi
Phi was chartered at TSU on April II,
1930, and officially founded on April 30
of that same year. Previously, Nashville

Security was called and the lobby
was closed at 11:30 p.m. after the new
inductees caused what then-Wilson Hall
Director

men interested in the fraternity had to
pledge the Delta (Meharry Medical
College) chapter. Eta Psi (Fisk
University) chapter, or the local graduate
promise, prompted to fame by the names
founders were historical figures at TSU—
PHOTOS COURTESY OF LENTORA PARKER

Joseph Green
fraternity called "hopping" started and
was perfected on the campus of Tennessee

and J.F. McClellan.

State College.

The beginning was only a foundation
for the community service and campus

Today, the chapter remains one of the
most respected in the nation.

involvement to come.

When Rho Psi hosted the Nashville

November 29,1983

Grand Conclave for 1940-41, the national

body voted on several actions that would
elevate the chapter's status even further.
At the Conclave, Rho Psi submitted the

"Lajiipados Song," which is the pledge

Of course, Rho Psi has shown a dan
gerous side, too.

The chapter had a ceremony on the

evening of Nov. 29, 1983, during which

club song, written by Hilton Owens, and
nine men were initiated. In this initiation
"Dear Omega Girl," which is the sweet
ceremony, Rho Psi violated several rules
heart song, written by Don Q. Pullen.
of student conduct. The ceremony was
Both composers were chapter members.
held off campus, with no campus adviser
The national body voted unanimous
present and, according to TSU records,
ly to distribute recordings of the two
all pledging activities should have ceased
songs wherever chapters and Omega men two days before, at midnight on Nov. 27.
were located.
This was the first time
that such an honor had been bestowed

upon any fraternal group.
Additionally, Rho Psi's chapter Web
siteboasts that a special step unique to the

called

"mass

ry around 11:15 p.m. to celebrate. The

to which it was related. Two of Rho Psi's

and Dr. Walter S. Davis, for whom the
Humanities Building is named. Other
founding members were Robert F. Clay

Parks

that night.
(Resident
Assistant)
Margaret
Graves on duty 4-12 p.m. ONE WILD
NIGHT," Parks said in the memo. "The
Omegas crossed and came to the dormito

chapter, Gamma Phi.
At its birth, Rho Psi was full of

formerTSU President Dr. William J. Hale

Rosetta

chaos" in a memo to Residence Life about

The initiation was not sanctioned by the
university.
And that wasn't all.

After the ceremony was over, then-

lobby was flooded with girls in every type
of clothing imaginable. The Omegas pro
ceeded to undress and make a spectacle of
themselves. They then proceeded to enter
the lobby and there was mass chaos.
Security wai- called in and the lobby was
closed at 11:30 p.m.
And that wasn't all, either.

That same night, a 20-year-old junior
named Vann L. Watts was a participating

pledge. He was found dead the next
morning, his body covered with bruises
that the medical examiner said were from

a switch, and he had a blood alcohol level

of 0.52 percent-more than rive times the
legal limit.

The three counts of failure to comply
were because there was no campus advis
er present, the pledge activity was not
sanctioned by the university, and both the
initiation event and the after party where
Watts died were off campus.
The chapter was suspended for five
years in March of 1984 and, after the
chapter retumed, the university had addi
tional restrictions on pledges for two
more years.

Lawsuits and

suspensions
In the aftermath of the most recent

TSU death, the Metro Examiner initially
ruled that Green died as a result of frater

nity hazing. Green's family then hired a
lawyer and began discussing the possibil
ity of a lawsuit against the university
and/or the fraternity.
But then the coroner amended his

release, saying instead that Green's death
officially was an accident. Based on that
ruling, there can be no criminal charges
against any member of the fratemity or
anyone else present. Legal representa
tives for the family did not respond to

repeated attempts to contact them for any
comment on whether their explorations of
a lawsuit would continue.

Although a subsequent investigation

But the fratemity does not have to be

determined that Watts' death was not

at fault for Green's death to be suspended
from TSU. When Rho Psi was suspended
in 1984, it was because they held off-cam

related to hazing, but to alcohol poison
ing, another pledge named Dwayne E.
Ross claimed that he was hazed that night.
He submitted a formal complaint against

the chapter, and on Jan. 6, 1984, the umversity charged RhoPsiwith hazing, three

pus initiation events without campus
advisers present - not because the chapter
party was held indirectly responsible in

counts of violation of General Rules and

civil court for the death of a pledge.
University officials also could not

Regulations and failure to cooperate with

comment on the status of the case or the

institutional officials.

investigation into possible violations.*

Heiman residence gets Ford name, mixed reactions
[Continued from page 6
private phone lines %vith caller ID ser

®l)e iWeter wishes all

vice. Another outstanding feature is the

Community Center which holds 30
istate-of-the-art PCs as well as other

Tennessee State

University students,
faculty and staff a safe
and happy summer!!

common facilities such as hair salon and

laundry facilities. In the outdoor areas,
coming fiom the front entrance, there
are huge electric gates with card-swipe
entry, then there are bicycle racks, gaze
bos, barbecue grills and volleyball and
basketball courts.

In an attempt to get the feedback of
the residents towards the renaming
the comple.x, The following re.spoases
were being given by its residents, who
responded both negatively and positive
ly, while others had mixed feelings.
Turquoise Gaskins, a senior Speech

Communications and Theatre major
from Atlanta Georgia, expressed her
views. "I don't see anything wrong with
the re-naming of Heiman Street, but I
think they could have waited until the
beginning of Fall, next semester to do
this".

Terry Taylor, a Senior, Spanish
major from Atlanta Georgia responded,
"1 think it was a good idea, i wish they
ccHiId have done it a bit earlier though
rather than waitins until now"*

A'.

Tennessee State University
Career Center

GET CONNECTED

GET THE JOB
Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors, Seniors and Alumni

It's as easy as 1-2-3
Step 1
Register with the Career Center.
Step 2
Go to www.tnstate.edu/fcareers and

upload your resume,
or

format your resume on MSWbrd and
the disk to the Career Center.

Step 3
Get the Job.
For further information call Sonj^ Smith
963-1522

TSU CAREER CENTER

Floyd Payne Campus Center RM. 304

